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7.. LATER SEICESTO HKRMITAGFS 

Anchorit ee reality at Monte Virgini o 

Whenn Karnese had the Camerino turned into a temporary hermitage within Rome, 'real' solitary 

monasteriess were also founded. In 1614. Virginio Orsini (1575-1615). Duke of Bracciano. 

offeredd a tract of his land near Lake Bracciano to the Servite Order with the express intention 

foundingg a hermitage on the spot, dedicated to the Holy Virgin.1 It consisted of a tract of barren 

landd on the slope of a hilltop, formerly called Monte Sassano or 'stony hill1, near the village of 

Orioloo Romano. The donation was accepted in 1615 by father Ricciolini. head of the Servile 

observancee begun in 1593 at the monastery of Monte Senario: the gift was officially concluded in 

aa notarial act of 10 January 1616. in which the site was renamed Monte Virginio in honour of the 

recentlyy deceased Duke.: landing funding for buildings proved to be a more difficult task than 

obtainingg the lands. In 1616 a loan of 1600 scudi was obtained from the monastery of Santa 

Ceciliaa in Rome, but this was only sufficient for provisional dwellings;' during subsequent years. 

attemptss to obtain enough money to construct a church, monastic buildings, chapels, and the 

sixteenn hermitages as originally foreseen proved virtually impossible. After the death of Lather 

Ricciolinii  in 1623. debts had grown to 6000 scudi and the project had to be renounced. By then, 

onlyy two small hermitages and a chapel seem to have been built. 

Afterr the official restitution of the land in 1633 to the original owners. Virginio's son 

Paoloo Giordano II Orsini donated the premises to the Discalccd Carmelites of the Italian 

Congregation,, again with the aim of establishing a hermitage. This second initiative was 

sustainedd particularly by the Duke's brother. Giovanni Battista di Gcsu Maria, known secularly as 

Virginioo Orsini (1600-1646).' After rendering military services to the Papal States and the 

Venetiann Republic, he decided to enter the Discalccd Order in 1626 in search of a lif e dedicated 

too contemplation. He lamented the tact that the Roman province of the Discaleed Carmelites did 

nott have a place for spiritual retreat and started to collect funds for such an institution. Although 

hee resigned his own hereditary claims, he reserved a part oï it for a future hermitage and also 

obtainedd gifts from his sister in support of the plan. When the existing hermitage belonging to the 

Servitee Order ran into financial problems, upon which the lands were returned to the Duke. 

Onn Orsini >ee Yenditelli in Die i^rowen Fumilien /(aliens 1902. pp.599-400. on the Senile Order see I)S \{)^7-
10944 vol. 14. cols 695-730 and Dal Pino 1997. 
""  On the eremitic movement at Monte Senario, see Ricciolini 1^67; see also \1ontescmiric> I 8T6 and Dal Pino I 097. 
pp.573-577:: for the donation of the land, see Sturm 2002. pp.31 -32. 
'' Sturm 2002. p.32. 
'' For Paolo (liordano II Orsini see Hninner ;md kampf in Die Kri>h:er.  ;.C*- Xcp.-nen 200 I. pp. ! 70-202 and 329-358. 
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Virginioo proposed to cede it to the Discalced Carmelites instead.' He would not see his ideal 

realisedd as he died in 1646. 

Thee legal agreement between the Duke of Bracciano and the Discalced Order was 

finalisedfinalised on 20 April 1648 with a contract and a map (fig.105)7, but the financial problems 

inheritedd from the Serviles delayed the realisation of the new project for another three years. On 2 

Octoberr 1651, cardinal Virginio Orsini (1615-1676), nephew of the deceased Carmelite friar. 

placedd the first stone. As some sources suggest, the Carmelites retained parts of the buildings 

erectedd by the Servites. A copy of the 1648 measurement of the grounds stated 'hermitages built 

formerlyy by the father hermits of Monte Senario' (fig. 106). Between 1651 and 1675. the complex 

wass however thoroughly changed in its aspect by interventions in the vegetation and the addition 

off  new buildings. 

Thee first and most important intervention was the foundation of a centrally placed 

coenobitee structure. This complex was built according to guidelines set out by the Carmelite 

Order.. A design was made for this building and sent for approval to the Discalced general in 

Romee - the legend reads 'Scale of 200 palmi according to our Constitutions', and the inscription 

abovee this plan stated 'Design of the Desert of Monte Virginio of the Discalced Carmelites of the 

Romann Province, approved by the Def[initor] Gen[eral|/ 18 May 1649' (fig.107).*  These two 

captionss suggest that the internal organisation had to respond to particular requirements as 

prescribedd in the Carmelite Constitutions. The plan itself also indicated that this 'monastery' was 

differentt from the urban nnrs. in this case inspired upon the Carthusian abbey; each cell consisted 

off  a chapel, study and cell, and had its own wailed garden to provide maximum privacy and 

seclusion. . 

Thesee individual units were grouped around a cloister, in the centre of which the church 

wass situated. By means of four covered passageways, this church and the adjacent sacristy and 

oratoryy were connected to the surrounding ambulatory. A second cloister, with a fountain in the 

middle,, was foreseen for the communal spaces, such as the library, refectory, hospice, and 

kitchens.. This ideal was far too ambitious; only half the upper cloister was actually built, with the 

church,, in a simplified version, forming the fourth and upper side of the square plan." The 

:: Fuisebiodi 'I'utti Santi I7.i7. pp.246047. Celletti 1963. p. 136. Sturm 2002. ppJ5o6 .62. 
''' For this preceding hermitage olTered to the Servile Order in 1614 by the Duke of Bracciano. see Reechia 1976. 
pp.**-188 and Dal Pino 1997. p.574. 
""  A copy of this map is in ASR.Congr.Rel.Masc. Carmelitani Scaizi. S.Maria del la Vittoria b.524. 
**  This design is in AGOCD 86b. 
'' On building type and religious meaning of the Carthusian abbey, see Die Kartatiser 1983, pp.29-.i7; see pp.5 1 -S1 
onn the relation between the Carthusian Rule and architectural form. 
:: : Sturm 201)2. pp.39-42. 
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connectingg corridors were abolished, and the fountain was placed in the centre of this cloister." 

Aroundd 1670. the two smaller Servite hermitages were restored and enlarged/" In this 

casee an upper store) was built on top of an existing ground floor. A drawing (tig.108) shows the 

interiorr organisation of the building: it comprised two levels with utilitary spaces and a chapel on 

thee ground floor, and a kitchen with furnace, a bedroom and another chape! or stud) on the first 

floor.. The study contained a niche in the wall where, according to the plan, a writing-desk should 

bee positioned. The facade, approximate!) 8.5 meters high, was preceded by a porch, and on top a 

smalll  bell was surmounted by a cross {fïg.100} . Other henviiiagcs. such as die one dedicated to 

Sann Carlo Borromeo. were constructed according to the same basic plan. Funds for this building 

weree made available by Ira Carlo Felice di Sama Teresa, and members of his family Slavata, in 

11 668: again private support proved crucial for the realisation of this institutional project.'' 

Thee entire premise was surrounded by a wall, to ensure silence and seclusion from the 

outsidee world, turning the hermitage into a paradisiacal garden. In a print dated 1668 (fig. 1 I I ) . 

thee whole area was depicted as fenced off and completely covered with vegetation with neat 

pathss and completed buildings. The closure of the wall, however, was protracted until 1674 at 

least,, and some buildings had not even been begun by then; the garden took even longer to 

cultivate,, as this only became possible with the construction of the aqueduct in 1 669.' Therefore. 

thee print represented an ideal rather than reality when it was published. Accounts prove that large 

partss of the gardens were only realised during the eighteenth century. It took the Discalced 

Carmelitess rather a long time to turn the hill into a habitable place. In its planning and 

organisation.. Monte Virginio reflected a general seventeenth-century desire by the Discalced 

Carmelitee Order to found hermitages: at the same time it was an exception to the rule, for it was 

built,, inaugurated and functioning within less than two decades. 

Thee Italian Discalced Congregation of Sant'Flia started planning eremitical convents 

aroundd 1600, but encountered serious problems in the realisation of their plans, similar to those 

describedd in the history of Monte Virginio. In each case, the core problem was to be found in 

patronagee and funding, often complicated by the issue of finding the right site. 

Attemptss undertaken in 1605-1606 by Dominique de Jesus-Maria (1559-1630). former 

priorr of the Spanish Desierto de Bolarque and at that time superior-general of the Italian 

Thee fountain was constructed in 1669 when the acq undue I was concluded: see Sturm 2002. pp.168-169, 
::: I xtracts of the accounts in the Archivio di Monte Virginio were published in Sturm 2002. pp. 175-178; lor a 

descriptionn of the project of adding a storey to the old hermiiaues. see pp.8 1-82. 
nn Reechta 1976. p 79 and Sturm -»fK)?. p.80. 
: ll Sturm 2002. pp.6.1-64. 
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Discalcedd Congregation, tailed for lack of funds.̂  In 1615, the Discalced General Chapter held 

inn Rome decided on the erection of a hermitage at Varazzo. near Genoa.16 By 1614, several 

niecess of land had been offered to the Carmelites by private patrons, but all of these premises 

weree deemed unsuitable for a lif e of seclusion, so acquisition of a site by the Congregation itself 

wass considered the best option. This was obtained in 1615 with the help of several individuals 

andd the commune of Varazzo: the deserto dedicated to Giovanni Battista de Monte Dei was 

inauguratedd on the feast of Our Lady of Carmel in 1618. In 1620, princess Doria, belonging to 

thee ruling dynasty of Genoa, donated a large sum to support the functioning of the hermitage in 

thee future.17 

AA second Italian deserto was planned near the Lombard town of Varese. and again the 

supportt from seculars was crucial for its realisation. In this case, Ippolita Cicogni Crivella and 

memberss of the Sabiano family donated money and property for the foundation of this solitary 

convent.. The first stone was laid in 1635, but the first Mass was read there only twenty years 

later,, in 1655.18 A third hermitage in Calabria, at Massa Lubrense, for which preparatory action 

hadd been undertaken by 1616, took until 1682 before it could house monks.19 During these same 

decadess the Roman province, notwithstanding the Constitutional decree that every province 

shouldd dispose of its own hermitage, did not have a place for spiritual retreat."1 Plans had been 

made,, but as in the former Italian examples, also here private support was indispensable but 

difficul tt to obtain. 

Thee lack of a deserto was frit dearly by the Roman Discalced province. Prior to the 

1630s.. temporary solutions had been sought to resolve this need. The garden of the monastery of 

Sann Silvestro at Montecompatri. in the vicinity of Rome, was turned provisionally into a place for 

spirituall  retreat directly after the complex had been donation to the Order in 1605." The main 

buildingg was left the way it was and retained its original conventual character. In the garden 

behindd it, on the slope of the hill , a littl e edifice was erected in 1606 for temporary spiritual 

retreats.. It was called the Cappella del Castagno. dedicated to the Madonna, and consisted of a 

chapell  with adjacent room: again it was thanks to the generosity of a private patron - Marquis de 

i_;; On Dominique de Jesus-Maria see /).S' 1937-1994 vol.3. cols. 1 532-1534 and Peers 1951-1960 vol.3, pp.43-44; on 
hiss attempts to found hermitages see Zimmerman 1927. pp.181-183 and Albisani 1990, pp. 76-77. 
""  'Zimmerman 1<>27. n p I 8 1-1 89, Cecconi 1970 and Sturm 2002. pp.1 M 2. 
11 Acta Definiwrii (jeneralis i985. pp.28 and 71; see also Cecconi 1970. 
""  Brambilla 1874. pp. 159-160. 
""  Zimmerman 1927. pp.198-200. Cirill o 1884. and Filangieri di Candida 1910. pp.075-676. 

Seee tor example the Consutuünnes fratrum Discalcedtorum 163 I. pp.98-105. 
11 Fusciardi 1929, pp.67-10.*, Mignosi Tantillo 1990. pp.55-68. 
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Viilcnass - that it was possible to erect this retreat. "" However, architectural disposition and si/e 

precludedd longer sojourns in this 'hermitage'. 

Inn the end. the necessity to have a noviciate prosed to be a more general problem tor the 

Romann province, and Montecompatri's function as provisional deserto was concluded. When in 

16166 the general chapter again proposed the conversion of this consent into a hermitage this led 

too nothing: it remained a coenobitic convents Thus, when in the late 1620s Virginio (')rsini 

offeredd the possibility to adopt and transform the existing hermitage in Oriolo Romano into a 

discalcedd Eremo. this was accepted, its location within a day's juüiney uom Rome kepi ii 

accessiblee for the province, and at the same time its isolated location made it apt lor its specific 

purposes. . 

Regulationss and function of Discalced hermitages 

11 he interventions in the grounds of Monte Virginio and all other Discalced hermitages show that 

thesee complexes reflected and fulfilled the requirements of contemplate e prayer. This renewed 

importancee attached to the act of prascr as part of the Carmelite regular life was a result of the 

Carmelitee reforms after the Council of Trent, and the resulting separation of the Discalced from 

thee Calced branch."4 The Tridentine decrees had called for regular observance, meaning a strict 

interpretationn of the first and original monastic Rule.̂  In the Carmelite context, however, several 

versionss of the Rule existed, which complicated obedience to the Tridentine prescription. The 

supposedd founder of the Carmelite community, the prophet Idijah. had left no written regulations, 

butt through the unbroken line of superiors of the monastery on Mount Carmel he was supposed 

too have 'inspired' the set of Rules that were written down between 1206 and 1214 by Albert ot' 

Iusciardii  1929. p.75: 'in mezzo alia selva ad esso adiacente t'u edifleato un Romitorio con annessa cappclla. per 
omiodoo dei religiosi che volessero di quando menar vita eremitica. 11 romitorio iu eretto a ;>pese del Marc hese de 
Villenas.. ambaseiatore di Spagna presso la S. Sede e nostra insigne benefatiore ed amieo. il quale done quattrocento 
ducatii  a tale seopo. II 2? ottobre 1606 D. Giuseppe Spagna. t ditore del Card Gallic Yescovo di I'rascati. dava 
laeoltaa di poter eelebrare la messa nella eappella del romitorio su di un altare portatile consacrato 'proviso tamen 
quodd ecclesia eonventus debitis propterea non fraudetur obsequiis' come dice i'originaie. che si eonserva nel nostro 
archivioo (tomo III . pag. 1 17). I.'esistenza di un romitorio. nitre che da altri documenti ancora. si rileva dalla Storia 
(ien.iee deil'Ordine (tomo I. cap.46. p.614}: quale pero ne losse la preeisa ubicazione non risulta da alcun documento. 
Tuttaviaa piii di qualehe indizio farebbe credere che fosse situato sul monte a destra del prato che sta di front e alia 
taeeiataa deila chiesa. dove si vedono. un po' alfindentro del bosco. una piccola eisterna ed altri poe hi ruderi; ina fa 
meravtgliaa che del romitorio sia sparita ogni traecia.' See also Sturm 2002. pp.77 78. where only the Cappclla itself 

'""  Dctinimrii (<:.'ncrali\  1985, p.28. dd. 2 January l6l(>; '| 1 j Ronia. I'roposiium luit an Lon\eiUu> noster s. 
SiKesinn in 1 u.sculano |r.e. Montecompatri] ad wtam oremitieani ibi servandam destinandus su Deeretum 
affermativcc cum omnibus suffragiis.' 
"'' llelyot 1721 vol.1. pp.340-556. DIP 197j_i9<p vol.2. eok524-f>02 and Saggi 1986: on the issue of prayer m the 
Di^ealeedd reform, see I)S I 937-1 994 vol.2, colv I 7 1 -209 and I atena 1955. pp.328-532. 

 Jedin 1966 vol.2. p.*7V Isrrloh fedin Gln/ik !%7 np.500.ho4. Jedin 1919 ! 9?5 \oM.2. pp.] 72-! 75. i'ui*  1979 
andd Monaco 1967. 

http://np.500.ho4
file:///oM.2


VercelILL patriarch of Jerusalem. These 'first' regulations, defining the Order as a contemplative 

community,, were officially approved by Pope Honorius III in 1226/6 A crucial change was 

introducedd by Innocentius IV in 1247. forcing the Carmelites (by then transferred to Europe) to 

adoptt a mendicant lif e and abolish perpetual prayer. The result was that the lif e of contemplation 

wass replaced by a lif e of active defence of the Christian Faith through preaching ~7 

Duringg the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, this mendicant status was challenged a 

numberr of times by several Carmelite friars, but to no avail. In all writings arguing for the 

contemplativee life as the first and most important obligation of the Carmelite Rule, this was 

defendedd with the biblical citation of Elijah 'I live in the Lord in whose countenance I stand' (1 

Kingss 17,1), which had been included in Vercelli's first written Rule.28 On this basis, Theresa of 

Avil aa (1515-1582) and John of the Cross (1542-1591), founders of the Spanish reform 

movement,, formulated the contemplative ideal of the Discalced Order." Discalced life was 

focussedd primarily on perpetual prayer, putting the monk in the Presence of God through 

meditationn and contemplation. 

However,, the existence and function of these special eremitic convents were not only the 

resultt of changes in the act of prayer or a contemplative turn in itself, but also reflected the active 

faithh in the form of added responsibilities of the Discalced monks: the American and Asian 

mission.. Soon after 1600, the Discalced started arguing about the rcintroduction of pastoral 

activitiess with special attention to missionary activities in non-Furopean countries. Theresa of 

Avil aa had herseif sustained missionary duties as part of the Discalced life, which were however 

suppressedd in 1585 by general Niccolö Doria di Gesu Maria.'1 Paul V proposed to found a third 

congregationn of Discalced Carmelites in addition to the existing Italian and Spanish 

Congregations,, dedicated espeeiaii}  to missionary activities outside of Europe, and called lomas 

dee Jesus to Rome in 1608, and received confirmation of this new branch with the Bull Onus 

: '' Already in 1229, Gregory IX altered and re-approved the Rules, but stil! maintained their contemplative character: 
secsec Sew Catholic kneychpediu 1 967 vol.3, pp. 1 14-1 i 8. Cicconctti 1 973. pp.05-99 and Smet 1975-1985 vol.1. pp.2t'. 
-- Cicconetti 1973. pp.130-207. 
:ss See Cicconetti 1973. p.70-84 on the Rule of Yereelli. One of the main defenders of the contemplative turn of the 
Carmelitee Order was the fifteenth-century Carmelite general Giovanni Soreth. for the discussion within the 
Carmelitee Order on the mendicant versus the contemplative status, see Catena 1968. 
"^SeeSaggii  1986. esp. p. I 7-20. 
: '' On the importance of prayer in the first decades of the Discalced Order, see for example the Rules issued between 
15677 and 1600. in Conslitutiones 1968. where the practice of prayer is treated at lenght in every new version. 
;;; 1)11' vol.2, pp.524-602. 
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PasiuralisPasiuralis ()ftici of 22 Juiy of the same year.v 

Thiss papal decision caused complaints from members of the Discalced congregation and 

thee plan was finally cancelled, but this did not end the missionary project altogether. With his 

departuree to Flanders, where Tomas was sent by pope Paul V to found new monasteries, his 

practicall  involvement with the mission ended. However, he wrote the pamphlet entitled Stimulus 

MissionumMissionum to convince the members oï the Italian Discalced Congregation to accept the 

missionaryy task, which was the leg-up for the veritably encyclopaedic De procuranda saline 

omniumomnium gentium of 1613 (fig.53)."" Both treatises sustained the responsibility of the monks in the 

activee defence of the Catholic faith in Asia and America, and thus implicitly threatened the 

contemplativee ideal of the Discalced Carmelites. 

Notwithstandingg this urge to organise the mission. Tomas de Jesus was also deeply 

concernedd about the effects of these pastoral activities upon the spirit of the Carmelite Order. He 

hadd been initially opposed to missionary activities as this went against the contemplative ideal, 

butt after 1608 changed his mind, from then on. Tomas intended to integrate both the 

contemplativee and the active by allocating time for both: he proposed to allow the monks one 

yearr of spiritual retreat in a deserfo prior to being send abroad. The mendicant and the 

contemplativee sides of the Carmelite Rule were in this way reconciled, without sacrificing either 

off  the two principles. Tomas had already founded one deserio while living in Spain, in Bolarque 

(( 1 592); he also tried to found one near Namur in Flanders, an attempt which faltered.'' 

Thee main innovations in the situation of existing hermitages were the temporary sojourn 

inn solitude and its educational character. In the preceding centuries a number of Orders, including 

thee Carmelites, had founded solitary convent1- where professed monks would remain 

indefinitely.00 for example, the Carmelite convent of Le Selve in the vicinity of Florence had 

functionedd as a hermitage since its foundation in 1343; also the Franciscans and Augustinians had 

theirr specific locations for the eremitic life/'1 In the new situation of the seventeenth century, the 

solitaryy sojourn was limited in time, and at the same time the anchorite ideal was made an 

integrall  part of Discalced Carmelite life, as opposed to the privileged situation in hermitages prior 

too that date. 

""  On tomas de Jesus. see DS I ().i7-I994 vol.15. cols.Xo-X44 and Peers ]9.sl- l%0 vol 2. pp.217-24U. for the new 
Discalcedd missionary congregation, sec Peers 1951-1960 voi.2. p.221, Hoffmann ]%0. pp.87f. and DIP 1974-199? 
vol.22 p.5.lsf; for the Buil see Builarium Romanian 1 857-1 885 \ol. 1 1. pp.5.*5-:vi9. 

11 See Chapter C p. 1 28. 
144 Zimmerman 1927. pp.52-57. Albisani 1990. p.76 and Casado 1999 

Zimmermann I 927. pp.46-5 I. 
;'' Zimmerman 1<H7 n 12 and Sai î ! 95 1. p.260 



Thesee innovative aspects asked tbr new and special regulations for deserti, which were 

includedd in the Constitutions of the Italian congregation of Discalced Carmelites in 1623. These 

regulationss were re-approved in 1631.'7 In 1669, regulations concerning liturgical schedule, 

layoutt of and conduct within the hermitage were published separately under the title Instructiones 

EremiEremi t'ratrum disc aice at arum (fig.1 10), which reflected the growing importance of these kind 

off  institutions.38 The general introduction to the 1631 edition gave the historical development of 

thee Carmelite Order, explicitly linking the primitive Rule of Alberto Vercelli with the recent 

interpretations,, and thereby providing a historical justification for these 'new' hermitages and the 

dedicationn of the Carmelite to contemplative prayer. 

Thee rules stated that every province should have its own hermitage to provide spiritual 

retreatt to all its members at regular intervals. 4 The maximum number of monks in these 

hermitagess was set at twenty. The first paragraph on hermitages stated that isolation from society 

forr the complete dedication to devotional exercises was the purpose of these institutions, by 
i n n 

meanss of the 'y°ke of oratiom\ and acts of mortification and other pious works. Perpetual 

alternationn of liturgical and mental prayer was to occupy the soul of the Carmelite during his stay 

inn the hermitage. At least eight hours a day should be spent in the private cell, in the service of 

solitaryy prayer.41 It was stated that 'the goal of the eremitic life is the union of the soul with God, 

forr the Divine liberation of which oraiioni and laudibus should be firmly held...' " 

Too obtain this complete dedication to prayers, life in the hermitage followed a highly 

structuredd form. From the entry of the new hermit his reception by the community that guided 

himm in procession to his eeli and handing him the bastone, through the acts of silence, obedience 

andd mortification, until the departure of the monk after his stay of at least one and at the 

maximumm three years, everything was ritualised.4' A spiritual path was also planned, beginning 

withh penitence to cleanse the soul, and ending with a solitary stay in a separate hermitage 

dedicatedd to the alternation of liturgical and mental prayer. 

!! Const itufiones fratrum Disculcealarum 16.11. p.98: chapter IX: 'De F.remi Monasterijs. ac eorum fine.' 
'**  Instructiones Eremi 1669. Another edition appeared in Louvain in 1698. probably in conjunction with the 
institutionn of hermitages in Flanders. 

Seee /immerman 1927. pp.85-1 15 for the first version of the Spanish statutes on hermitages, and Albisani 1990. 
pp.77-788 and Sturm 2002. pp. 153-156 for a discussion of the Italian versions. 
''""  Constitutiones fratriim Discalceatorum 1631. p.98: 'IX: L)e Fremi Monasterijs, ac eorum tine... 2. finis 
notissimumm eremiticae Institutionis nostrae est. ut Fratres in Fremis eonimorantes iugi orationis, precuni. ac 
viüiliarunii  studio, assidua corporis mortificatione. alijsq; pijs operibus omnibus tldelibus. totique Fcclesiae maxime 
prosint...1 1 

"" Recchia 1976. p.43. 
"""  Instructiones Eremi 1669, p 3 1: 'Cum vitse Freinitica; finis sit unio anima' cum Deo. ad quam orationi. laudibusq. 
Diviniss vacando tentendum est...' 
J'' Zimmerman 1927. pp.68-70, Albisani 1990. p.78. 



Furthermore,, a ban existed on written communication except tor administrative reasons, 

andd absolute silence (perenne silemium) was imposed on all. This strict ban on talking was only 

liftedd at the feasts of Faster and Christmas."1'4 Isolation from the outside world was arrived at by 

closingg off the terrain: no-one would be allowed inside without prior permission, and women 

weree completely forbidden to enter at all times. Visitors were sometimes allowed on the 

premises,, however, as the existence of the hospitium in Monte Virginio and regulations on this 

matterr in the 1669 constitutions indicate. Filtering the /one of solitary hermitages and the 

conventt itself was however strictly forbidden: visitors were only allowed to access the church and 

thee sacrists. Ail these precautions ought to result in the highest concentration on meditative 

exercises,, so that exterior solitude would incite interior concentration. 

Accordingg to these regulation';, the plan of a hermitage should reflect the different levels 

o!!  perfection in contemplative life. The complex was to consist of a central monastic building, 

whichh included the church and the refectory for regular gatherings onee every fortnight. In the 

centrall  building, those newly arrived would be trained in abstinence and discipline: alter solid 

preparationn they would be allowed to live in complete solitude in the smaller isolated dwellings 

forr the rest of their sojourn in the deserto. But not even there was the Discalced Carmelite left to 

hiss own devices: the prior would pay weekly visits, and the daily liturgical order would be 

indicatedd by the ringing oï bells, calling all to the choir or chapel at the same time. In short. 

Montee Virginio reflected in all its details the general requirements on spatial and architectural 

organisationn of grounds and buildings formulated in the Instrucliones Krcmi. 

Thee mystical language of nature: Saint Theresa of Avil a 

Apartt from reelecting the historical situation of the Discalced Order in the early seventeenth 

century,, the institution of hermitages was also a result of inspiration from the examples of their 

twoo founders. John of the Cross and Theresa of Avila. Both saints advocated the hermitage as the 

placee most apt for frequent and almost uninterrupted prayer, and infused the surrounding 

countrysidee with allegorical and symbolic meaning. In doing so. they took up and combined 

Flijah'ss two maxims taken from the Bible: 'I stand before the Ford who lives', and 'do up the 

Mountt to see the I ,ord'. 

Alreadyy in her youth. Saint Theresa ot Av Ma had turned the garden ot her parental house 

111 /imrm-rmiin I0?7. nn.70.7a. Albisani !'WO. pp.76 7V. and Sturm imZ. pp.1 ^7-1^8. 
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intoo a place to live out her ideal of being an anchoress.4" In later life, she had hermitages made in 

severall  of the places where she lived, to dedicate herself to prayer in solitude when time allowed. 

Mostt of these, however, were metaphorical, in the form of secluded rooms.4'1 She explicitly called 

themm hermitages, however, as in a letter of February 1574 where she discussed the view over the 

n v e ii U U l l l U l i c u i L i i c i e I I ^ I U I H Ü ^ - I . / i i u i w u t i i m>- p i t i ^ t i i . i ^ n i i n ^ . i t . . ^ t * — f j 

isolated,, the proximity to nature did count for her. affording the desired effect of mental 

isolation. . 

Forr Theresa the quality of a monastic building relied heavily on the aesthetic qualities of 

itss surrounding nature; on several occasions she was prone to refuse a site for its unsuitability in 

thiss respect.4*  She wrote in 1576 regarding requirements for the foundation of a monastery: 'The 

sitee is a matter of such importance that it would be folly to merely look at the price. For the water 

andd the view, I would gladly give elsewhere much more than the monastery itselt has cost.' 

Fourr years later she required a visual representation of the gardens of a property she was 

consideringg acquiring: 'About the house that they want to sell you. it would be of great 

importancee to my eyes to have it represented in views and a garden; that point is. in the end, very 

importantt for our kind of life.0' 

Inn Theresa's writings nature played a role on two symbolical levels. On the one hand, it 

lUJIciLiMfcüü as a twnipai i JVJIL \.<> ^Apiaui LVJ m^ n»iivj«-i m%. . . t u t , ^ . . ..,. ^..- ,.<j _. - - t

Becausee of a lack of terminology for this kind of subject, she reverted to images of nature close at 

handd and available to all her readers. Communication on mystical subjects requires metaphor as a 

vehiclee for the simple reason that it discusses otherworldly things."1 Either the visible world plays 

thee role of direct simile between the process of nature and the mystical road, or nature becomes a 

ss p e e r s 1951-1960 vol .1, pp.109-110. citing from the Vida: 'When I saw that it was impossible for me to go to any 

placee where they would put me to death for God's sake, we decided to become hermits, and we used to build 

hermitages,, as well as we could, in an orchard which we had at home.' 
"'' E. Allison Peers remarked in a footnote to the text in Theresa of Avila 1946 vol .1 , p.270: 'Anxious to make the life 
off the Reform as similar as possible to that of the primitive Carmelites. St. Theresa had a number of hermitages made 
att St. Joseph's. Avila and her other foundations. At the time o the r Beatification there were four of these in the 
gardenn of St. Joseph's and one within the convent itself. Today, also, there are four, but in the shape of divisions of a 

singlee building.' 
477 Horisoone 1956. p. 17 cited from this letter: 'J'ai un hermitage d'oii ["on voit la riviere et une cellule oil. merne dc 

monn lit. je pius contempier ee spectacle, ce qui est tres agreable pour moi.' 
4"" Horisoone 1956. pp.1 «-22. 
'*"" Horisoone 1956, p. 19. citing letter 99: 'l.e site est un chose tellement importante pour une monastère que ce serait 
foliee de resiarder au prix. Pour lean e la VI.K\ je donnerais tres volcntiers ailleurs beaueoup plus que n'a coCité ce 

monastère.' ' 
' "" Letter 324. cited after Horisoone 1956. p.21: 'Quant a la maison qu'on veut vous vendre. e'est lui donner une 
grandee valeur a mes yeux que de me la represented avec des belles vues et un jardin: ce point est. en effet. tres 

importantt pour not re genre de vie.' 



metaphorr or symbol, ' For i heresa. animals o tien stood tbr the soul striving to approximate its 

Creator:: the eagle, according to hihlical and medieval bestiaries, tlew to the sun when it was 

goingg blind, to regain its sight; the silkworm would, after spinning its cocoon and living there in 

seclusion,, turn into a moth and fly into the tlame to be consumed there."' All these flying animals 

representedd the soul, which, alter seeing God at the end of the mystical road, was read\ to die 

beforee the world and live eternally. 

Thee most important image used by Theresa in her writings was that of the garden, both in 

thee form of a simile and in the form of a metaphor/" In the former, the activities in the garden 

weree analogies of the process of meditation. In the latter case, the garden was an analogy for the 

humann soul, derived from the old metaphor of the hortus coudususS Taking care of this garden 

thuss stood for the care taken over ones own sow, h> means of prayer and devotional exercises. In 

II  heresa's view, this 'gardening' was done on!> partially by the contemplative person, in 

preparationn for the arrival of the Gardener.v" This was a combined reference to Christ appearing 

too Mary Magdalene and the image of Christ praying in the Garden of Gethsemane: while in the 

firstfirst he was the active gardener appearing to His disciples, in the second the garden was the 

settingg for conversing with His Father. Prayer, as taught in the second episode, would turn the 

wildd interior garden into the paradisiacal Garden, the locus amoenus. When properly done, the 

Gardenerr would honour this pleasant site with I lis visits, and come to live there, as in the first 

episode. . 

Apartt from this imagery derived from biblical sources. Saint Theresa also alluded to real 

naturee in her writings, but only with the greatest reticence. In the Mansions she called to mind 

naturall  phenomena and animals to explain the principle of God's omnipresence to the reader. In 

thiss context, she drew upon the same kind o\' natural-history works that the Jesuit used in the 

contextt of the garden at San Vitale. In the fourth Mansion. Theresa referred to the ant: 'I am sure. 

thatt the least of the animals of God. the small ant. for example, contains more marvels than our 

mindss are able to understand'/ These marvels would also function in the process of prayer, as 

shee gave beginners experiencing difficulties the following advice: 

''' Howe 1988. pp 37-51. and Mark 2000. pp.84-87. 
Siicimm i 978. pp i;.' \ - Ï :0. 

'""  Peer, I 951- I960\o l . l. pp.144-145. ! 72- T5. and 1 \O\M: 1988. pp.6 1 -63. 
'""  This metaphor is most e\plki(l\ worked out in the ï.iü' vt'saint Theresa. see Peers I951-i960 vol.I. pp.122-124. 

Forr the honus conclusus and its influence on Theresa oi'Avila. see DS 1937-1994 vol.7.1 col.767. 772-773 arid 
'775-776:: tor the influence of this concept on the visual arts and the depiction of landscape from die Middle Ages 
onwards,, see Reau 1955-1959 vol.2.2. pp. 100-102. Schiller 1966-199 i vol.4.2. pp.207. Pochat 1973. pp.227-230 and 
l in in i r r ss 19^8 pp 1 ^ - 1 T" 

""""  Peers 1951-1060 vol.1, pp. 122-1 25 and I hme I 988. pp.96-98. 
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When,, therefore, the aforementioned fire is not kindled in the will , and the Presence of 

Godd is not felt, we must needs seek it, since this is His Majesty's desire, as the Bride 

soughtt it in the Songs. Let us ask the creatures. ..'""* 

Nott only beginners, but also experts might perceive nature as a reflection of His Presence, or see 

thee elements of this world as a reflection of God. Plants and animak were made by Him to praise 

Him,, and this enticed the 'reader' of nature to do the same. Turning from the interior voyage to 

thee outside world at the end of the Spiritual Castle, Theresa ended one of the final chapters of the 

seventhh Mansion with words in which she evoked the reader as one of the creatures praising the 

omnipotencee and omnipresence of the Creator.5 

Johnn of the Cross and the allegory of nature 

Saintt John of the Cross, assistant and friend of Theresa of Avil a and, together with her, founder 

off  the Discalced Carmelite Order, expanded the use of nature from a mere symbol to a proper 

placee for prayer.60 This might be related to the fact that as a monk, he enjoyed more freedom than 

nunss who were supposed to live in clausura according to the Tridentine decrees. John in his 

AscentAscent of Mount Carmel thus recommended to his readers to go to the countryside to pray: The 

firstt kind is typified by the dispositions of land and place. In a natural way they incite prayer by 

thee pleasant view of its variety, by the orientation of the land or the disposition of the trees or by 

thee solitary quiet.' li e was also the first to institute a solitary monaster)' in Spam tor the 

Discalcedd monks, the Calvario. Saint John considered the surroundings of this place as 

particularlyy apt for the act of contemplation, to understand the Creator by means of his creatures, 

ass it offered silence and seclusion, as well as a wide range of natural beauties to take into 

consideration.1" " 

""  Theresa of Avil a 1946 vol.2, p.236 {Mansions IV,2). 
v""  Theresa of Avil a 1946 vol.2, p.306 {Mansions VI. 7). 
'' Theresa of Avil a 1946 vol.2, p.343 {Mansions VII.3). 

'""  DS 1937-1994 vol.8, cols.408-447 and Peers 1951-1960 vol.1, pp.183-193; on John's appreciation of nature, see 
Peerss 1951-1960 vol.]. pp.230-231. 
" !! Ascent of Mount Carmel Rk.III ch.42,1, in John of the Cross 1982, p.529: 'I.a primera es algunas disposieioncs de 
tierrass y sitios. que con la agradable esperieneia de sus diferencias. ahora er disposicion de tierra, ahora de arholes. 
ahoraa de solitaria quietud. natura I ment e despiertan la devoción.' 
'''' :: José di Jesus Maria 1638. pp.465-466: T>a il deserto del Calvario mol to a proposito per i spirit! contemplativi. & 
invitavaa alia contemplatione si per la comodita de! sito. essendo nioito solitario. come per la varieta delle cose, die si 
scoprivanoo con la vista rendendo quella solitudine piü divota. come rapidi torrenti, monti. rupi. sassi. valii. & il 
fiumee (Juadalquivir. il quale passa circondando i fondarnenli di quel scoglio. sopra il qua] c fondato il Monasterio; c 
tuttee queste cose erano al nostro Venerabil Padre come una musica celeste, che lo nereava, come al Proreta Davidde. 
perr mezzo della consideratione del Creatore, che seopriva nelle creature, nel laqual eognitione il Signore lo 
illuminavaa tanto. come in altro luogo habbiamo veduto: Si che non solamente riceveva diletto spirituale vedendo la 
magnificenzaa di Dio, che si manitestava nelle sue creature. I'armonia. e mirabil consonanza. che si seopriva tra esse. 
&&  il loro Creatore; ma ancora salendo dalli effetti alia causa si augmentava molto in li la eognitione. e i'amore di esso 
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Thiss admiration for nature as the image of God was also taught to others. John's 

hagiographyy written in the 1620s described how he recommended and taught his disciples to use 

thee natural surroundings of the Calvario by his own explicit example."' The biograph> written 

shortlyy alter his death recounted how he went along to impress the minds of his disciples with the 

imageryy of mysticism: 

Andd although he could enjoy from the window of his cell all the variety of these things 

[i.e.. the landscape] and the consolation that they brought to his mind, nonetheless he led 

[thee monks] a number of times through these mountains to some delightful well to enjoy 

thiss banquet even more to his taste, which his spirit found in the university of the 

creatures,, and also to yield the souls of his religious to solitude. After having stirred and 

rousedd them with benefit and delight by means of some short spiritual discourse, serving 

themm as a lecture and as the commencement of prayer, he distributed them o\er that 

mountainn so that they could talk to God in solitude, and dispose themselves to receive the 

spirituall  meal of divine infusion, and he likewise hid himself where he could do his own 

exercises.. This was habitually done in place of the joint oralUme during the evening. They 

laterr returned to the Convent not only recreated, but also passionate; having before them 

suchh a heroic example of all the virtues, they advanced in them in such a way. that the 

acquisitionss they made there they could spend in all the rest of their lives, and which 

couldd be shared with others in the convents where they reside.'' 

Inn his writings. Saint John converted profane themes quite directly into religious comparisons. 

Thiss imagery functions on the compositional as well as on detailed levels. His Spiritual ('anliclc 

hass for these reasons been compared to a bucolic poem in which natural beauty frequently is 

admired.. ^ 

(.. 'reatore.' See also Blommestijn I luls Waaijman 2000 for the concept of nature in relation to contemplation in John's 
discussionn of the Song of Songs. 
'"'"  On the convent of the Calvario. see Zimmerman 1927. pp.4.1-45. and Peers 1951-1960 vol.1, p. 191. 
''"'' .lose di Jesus Maria ! 638. pp.466-467; ; henche dalla fïnestra della sua Cel la godesse della varieta di tutte le date 
cose,, e della eonsolatione, die apportavano al suo spirito. nondimeno alcune volte per godere piü a suo gusto di 
questoo convito. ehe il suo spirito trovava nella universita delle creature, & anco per inclinare alia solitudine gli animi 
dee suoi Religiosi. li conduceva per quei mod verso qualche ptacevol tonte. e dopo di haverlo ravivati. e rallegrati 
alquantoo con frutto. e diletto cö qualche breve ragionamento spirituale. ilquale potesse servirli di lettione per 
cominciaree ad orare. li divide\a tra quel monte. accioehe in solitudine parlassero con Dio. e si disponessero per 
nceveree la reletttone spirituale della divina intlueii/a. A; egii parunente si naseondeva dove poiesse tare la pane sua 
CHiestoo accostumava in luogo deiforatsone comune della sera, e ntornavano poi al (."omento non solaniente riereati. 
maa infervorati: Kt havendo innanzi a se un esemplare cosi heroico di tutte Ie virtu si avvan/avano in quelle di 
maniera.. die dell'acquisto. die ivi fecero. hebbero assai da >pendere per loro in tutto i! tempo della vita ioro. e da 
parteeiparnee ad altri nelli Conventi, dove residevano.' See also florisoone 1956. p.28 on this episode, and Albisani 
1990.. p j j .s6- j7 ii..n). K>[ ibis biugiapiiv. 

Baru/.ii  I 9 .1. pp. I 07-1 I 7 and 11 owe I 9S8. pp.99-1 00. 



Creaturess and plants reflected the beauty of God; they contained in themselves the 

Beloved,, as Christ is often called in mystical language. Identification of the visual world with this 

conceptt can be found in the passages of the Canticle in which the soul wanders around searching 

forr Christ: 

MYY Beloved, the mountains. 
Lonelyy wooded valleys. 
Strangee islands, 
Resoundingss rivers. 
Thee whistling of breezes in love 

Thee tranquil night. 
Closee to the rising dawn. 
Soundingg rivers. 
Thee banquet that refreshes and enamours.06 

Inn this long poem on Divine love, the Beloved is not like nature. He is nature itself, quenching 

andd inspiring the onlooker. Nature is the Face of God.67 It is this phenomenon - the omnipresence 

off  God in the visible world - that functioned as an incitement to prayer, to love Him, and out of 

thiss love to go and search for Him. 

Naturee withi n the hermitage 

Inn both Theresa's and John's WTitings, the inadequacy of language was solved by using the 

alphabett of nature that God himself had created; as a result, they invested the real world with 

mysticall  images. The prescriptions regarding hermitages in the Discalced Constitutions explicitly 

rrfrrredd in nature: according to the paragraph on the hermitages in the Constitutions of 1631. 

treess should be planted not only for reasons of agricultural activities, but also with religious 

functionss in mind: 

Insidee the clausura of the hermitage, if there are no plants nor trees, two or three centuries 

off  maintenance are required, or the work of the Donors will not have been sufficient; 

however,, the Prior should take care to plant each year some trees, so that the place will be 

moree lovely, and apt for oratione.'^ 

Fromm this advice the fact that the gardens of hermitages were consciously designed to excite the 

devotionall  reading of nature can be ascertained. The Deserio of Monte Virginio was a ease in 

point.. The transformations made to the grounds between 1651 and the end of the seventeenth 

'Tavardd 19S8. p. 156. 
Blommestijnn Huls Waaijman 2000. 

"̂ ^ Comtitutit)ws 16.il. p.105: '16. Intra Fremi clausuram. neque agri. neque arbores sint. qui bin colendis duorum. 
vell  trium saeeularium. vel Donatorurn labor non suffïciat: Prior autern quisque annis singulis sylvestres arbores 
plantarii  facial, ut locus amenior. & orationi aptior Hat.' 
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centt ui'} ' are traceable through a number of accounts and maps. I he etiect oi these intervention 

wass that horrid nature was turned into a cultivated garden, although the presentation of the 

hermitagee in a print of 1668 (fig. I l l ) was probabh more the ideal than the reality at that time. 

Priorr to the changes introduced by the Servites and Carmelites, the hill was familiarly 

calledd 'Monte Sassano'. or Mony hill . Miggestirig that it was barren land unfit for agriculture. 

Improvementt was made possible by the construction of an aqueduct in 1669.w Subsequently, to 

thee left of the hill vegetable gardens were laid out for olive trees and vineyards (see fig. 106). ' 

Partt of the terrain was used for the production ot grain." hach of the dwellings in the central 

coenobitee structure and the smaller hermitages also had their own gardens, including a vegetable 

garden.. By the planning of these military grounds, the deserto as a whole and the individual 

monkss became large!}  independent of food supplies from outside, another guarantee for relative 

seclusion. . 

Apartt from nutrition, green spaces were also adapted for the practice of prayer, sometimes 

withh a clear reference to Biblical symbolism. Trees were planted in small wooded areas, and 

alongg the paths laid out in the grounds, connecting the various edifices. These elements were 

consideredd incitements to devotional thought: the road that led from the eentrai coenobitic 

dwellingg to the new hermitage of Monte Calvario on the top of the hill was called 'Viale della 

Coniemplayione'.''""  Wandering up this path, the thoughts of the monks could wander over nature 

ass a symbol and a sign of God. At the same time, the climb up the steep hill now became a means 

off  following the Passion of Christ. Along the path, nine ediculae were erected with the stations of 

thee Cross, to form a miniature Sacra Monte.'* Halfway, a 'Scena d'aeque' was planned, 

expressingg the idea of the Cross as the 'tons vitae'. the lifegiving water of Christ." This 

consciouss evocation of the biblical world was set forth inside the new hermitage with a number 

off  chapels dedicated to the Stations; behind the complex an olive grove was planted to invoke the 

(iardenn of Olives.0 In other words, nature became the setting for devotional exercises where the 

writingss of Theresa and Saint John would be studied, and one of its subjects as well. 

Thee aim of the physical hermitage was to teach the monk a devotional exercise that would 

continuee to function outside the walls of the hermitage. Natural surroundings within the 

""  Sturm 2002. p. I 75. citing ACM. Cart.3 1: 'Per opere a fare lc tonne delII condotti per I'acqua p.tc 6. ' 
STiirmm 20(12. pp M - M 

Recchiaa 1976. p.28. 
:: Sec Sturm 2002. p.48. 
11 Recchia 1976. p.29 and Sturm 2002. pp. I 26-127, On the Sacro Monte see Sai-ri Monti 1991 and Nova 199̂  
55 For this interpretation of the fountain, sec Sturm 2002. p. Ml . On the importance of the image of water for saint 
ÏÏ  hercsa. see Peers 1 95 i - i 960 voi. i. pp. i 77- i 7v. 

Sturmm 2002. pp.82-85. 92. 
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hermitagee helped the Discalced Carmelite to find metaphors for their own relationship with God, 

andd investing nature with religious symbolism would turn it into the image nearest to hand in 

eachh and every situation. With this turn, the eremo became a state of mind, which could help the 

monkk to continue his spiritual obligations even while far away from the convent in non-European 

countries.. In the end, the Carmelite monk should create in his mind the counterpart to the solitary 

placee in which he lived, to be dedicated completely to the devotional practice he had been taught 

-- the simile of the Garden that Theresa had used for the human soul. Nature would then reflect in 

thee real world the spiritual path that the regular was to undertake in his own soul, and it was for 

thiss reason that it played such a dominant part in Carmelite hermitages. 

Privatee hermitages for  cardinals 

Aroundd the 1640s. an autonomous romitorio was designed and built for Cardinal Francesco 

Barberinii  (1597-1679).76 Nothing remains of it today, except fora number of drawings made at 

thee end of the seventeenth century. The architect of the hermitage was Francesco Borromini, and 

itss location was the Cardinal's vigna on the slope of Monte Mario, the hill north of the Vatican.77 

Indicationss for the dating of this project can be found in the accounts on the acquisition of the 

terrain,, the nucleus of which was bought in 1639 and subsequently enlarged. Soon afterwards, 

Borrominii  must have received the commission to design a casino, consisting of three levels, 

whichh constituted an autonomous edifice with kitchen, bedroom, study and chapel (fig.1 12).™ Its 

interiorr organisation was very close to that of the Discalced hermitages and just as independent 

fromm its surroundings: in contrast, however, it probably only served for shorter sojourns/" 

Onee of the most conspicuous commissioners of spiritual retreats in the form of 

hermitages,, on a scale that was comparable to or even greater than that of Odoardo Farnese 

earlierr in the century, was cardinal Flavio ï C.'higi (1631-1693; sec tig. 1 18).' Huring his lifetime 

""  On cardinal Francesco Barberini and his ascetic lifestyle, see ('ardella 1793 vol.6, pp.238-243. Pastor 1925-1933 
vol.13.1.. pp.254-257 and DM 1960-present, vol.6, pp.172-176. 
""  Curcio 1989 and 1992. Wolfe 2000. and Sturm 2002. pp. 104-106. 
~ss Accounts for the acquisition of the vigna and subsequent works are in BAY. Archivio Barberini 176, 'Conto de 
Denarii  pagati nella C'ompra della vigna a Monte Mario, e di spese fattevi dal Card. Francesco Barberini 1'Anno 
1639'. . 

Wolfee 2000. p.83 dated the construction to 1639-1641; Sturm 2002. p.106 assumed that the building was only 
completelyy Imished by 1751. 
ss Sturm 2002. pp. 106-107 compared the Barhenni-hermitage on Monte Mario to the individual romitorii in Monte 
\\ irginio and suggested direct influences from Borromini on the presumed architect of the Carmelite hermitages. 
Interestingly.. Francesco Barberini aKo showed a predilection for landscapes with hermits; he commissioned between 
16300 and 1636 a number of seventeen works with this subject from the (Flemish0) painter Giovanni Francione; sec 
Aronbemm I.avin 1975. pp.17. 82-82 and 246. 
""  (ïacconi 1677 vol.4, col.727. Cardella 1793 vol.7. pp.120-122. Moroni 1840-1879 vol.13, pp.86-87. DM 1960-
present.. vol.24, pp.747-75 1. and Reinhardt in Die gruwen Fawilien Italiens 1992. p. 168. 
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hee managed to construct three mmitnrii - as the term generalk used by then denoted them - all ot 

themm different in form, but with the same concept: the temporary dedication to contemplation, in 

reall  or artificially natural surroundings. This function can be deduced from wa\ these spaces 

weree furnished and decorated. 

Thee first uf those ephemeral hermitages v\as situated in Rome, in a corner of the Chigi 

vill aa near Quattro Fontane. The grounds situated at the corner of the present Via Dcpretis and Via 

Na/ionalee were bought in 1660 by Don Mario Chigi. who donated it to his son Ilaxio in 1664. 

whoo added other grounds to it m 166u.''- 1 he project to embellish this garden with several 

fountainss and terraces around a centra! casino had been initiated by 1668. as the architect Carlo 

fontanaa was paid for his designs that year.Sl In the same year a first reception described as 

'testaa gastronomico musicale' was staged there for the Roman nobility in honour of the family 

off  the reigning pope Clement IX Rospigliosi (1667-1669): a number of prints and descriptions 

weree made to commemorate the event (fiig.1 13).*4 

Nonee of these images depicted the romimrio itself, as it was situated at the back of the 

grounds,, and consisted of nothing more than a walled-in part of the gardens planted with laurels 

andd an oak tree. One of its walls was decorated with a frescoed scene of a solitary religious 

figure.. This painting has been attributed to Giuseppe Chiari on the basis of a payment to him in 

1675.. for the execution of a Venus and a 'hermit'.*0 from this source can be deduced that on the 

oppositee wall the lascivious goddess was represented. This painted decoration, in combination 

withh giochi d'acquu or sprinklers installed in the pavement in front of the Venus, seems to have 

meantt to teach visitors a moral lesson,' ' In the I 'iaggio cwioso de'Palazzi e I "ilk j piu notabili Ji 

RomaRoma of 1683. the abstinence of the hermit was contrasted with the attraction of the beautiful 

woman:: too great an interest in the latter was punished with unexpected spurts of water, to teach 

thee visitor a lesson of moral restraint: 

Thee well arranged and well painted hermitage, which teaches temperance in the beauties 

'"'' these grounds were rented from the adjacent Carmelite monastery. On the history of the garden see (iolzio 1939. 
pp.189-200.. Incisa della Rocehetta 1%6. Coffin 1991. pp.137-138 and Cangemi in Ak'ssandro ill  Chigi 2000. 
pp.33 18-321. 
* '' (iolzio 1939. pp.191, 195-701: for fontana, see DBl 1%0-present. vol.48. pp.624-636 and Dictionary nf An 1996 
\-A.\\-A.\ \. pp.274-276. 
" ;; for these festi\ hies and the prints made to commemorate them, see Gulzio 1939. p. 191 -192 and 19s-196. \tassort 
19"72.. p.68-69. Fagiolo Jell'Ara) 1997. p.460-463 and Cangt-mi 2000 p.3 18-320. 
^^ ("iolzio 1939 p.193. and p.200. payment on March 1. 1675: 'Detto - a Voi med[esimjo -.cudi selte m[oneija so no 
p|er|| v[ost]ro rimh(orso| D'altr.ti da Voi pagato a Giuseppe Chiari Pittorc pjerl haver dipinto una Venere et un 
Cremitaa nel n[ost|ro üiardjinjo alle 4 tont[an|e..7 On Giuseppe Chiari. see Paseoli 1992. pp.287-301. DBl 1960-
present.. vol.74, pp s6^ -s64 and  Kiins!!i-r-I.i.'xik>>>i  ?(><>2-pre^n! \ o ! . !S. p.500. 
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off  this world. On the other side one sees the figure of a beautiful woman, where the too 
ill ill 

eagerr will find themselves deceived by jets of water.'' 

Althoughh at first sight this might suggest a playful but rather meaningless use of the theme, other 

projectss indicate that Flavio 1 Chigi must have considered more seriously the anchorite ideal as 

worthyy of imitation. The palace on Piazza Santi Apostoli where the cardinal lived from 1661 

onwards,, the present Palazzo Odeschalchi (fig. 114). contained a small hermitage directly 

connectedd to his private apartment. located in the mezzanine of the building.m It was relatively 

small,, measuring 3,35 by 6,25 meters, which is slightly less than the 4 by 8 meters of the 

Camerinoo degli Fremiti. It overlooked the elevated walled garden at the hack of the palace, and 

enjoyedd the quiet and calm necessary for the dedication to prayer and contemplation (probably 

roomm C 16 on the plan in fig. 115).89 

Thee walls of Chigi's hermitage - made of timber - were hung with painted landscapes 

populatedd with hermits, and the furniture consisted of two tables, a prie-dieu and a turn-box. 

Thee latter functioned as a means through which the victuals of the hermit were furnished, 

obviouslyy a reference to restricted nutrition as part of mortification, but also a sign of the utmost 

separationn from human society. From the presence of this device it can be gauged that Cardinal 

Chigii  intended to spend more than the occasional hour there, as he might need food after some 

iirne.. FAaclly which artists were responsible for the invention and oxemtion of this project is not 

known;; payments were made to several artists who specialised in landscape-painting, such as 

Francescoo Mola in I663.41 The hermitage was probably decorated by the painter Vincenzo 

Corallii  with a team of assistants. Coralli was exclusively active in the service of Flavio Chigi. 

v""  On the water tricks, and She planning ofwa'er-eondnirs in this narden around 1674, see Coffin 1991, p. 138. 
s77 Cited after Golzio 1939 p.190: 'L'Fremo ben disposto, e ben dipinto. che insegna la temperanza nelle delizie di 
questoo mondo. Dall'altra parte si vede una figura di vaga Donna, che i troppo arditi si trovano ingannati daila furia di 
aequa.' ' 
"xx Waddy 1990. pp.291-320 and Metzger Habel 2002, pp. 199-213. 
'v)) Tessin 2002b. p.314 wrote about a fire in the back part of the palace which had occurred shortly before his visit to 
it:: 'Dieses gant/e palaïs ist vom Cav: Bemin gebaut worden, undt ist dass hinter theil vor ein jahr gantz abgebrandt 
fastt gewesen, an der stelle, wo anil/o der reiche meubel ist.' This fire must also have destroyed the romitoria. as 
Tessinn makes no mention of it in his description of the palace. An account of 1687 for the restoration of a number of 
roomss sustains this; see Oolzio 1939. p.78: 'in ristaurare il suo Palazzo ineontri Ssit. Apostoli quale si guasto a causa 
deH'ineendio'. . 
";; See Waddy 1990. p.313 and idem in Amhiente Bumcco 1999. pp.31 and 37 n.79. As Waddy points nut. the exact 
locationn of the hermitage is difficult to ascertain: the puzzling fact is that the stima oi Palazzo (. higi-Odescalchi in 
BAY.. Arch.Chigi 516, made up in 1669, refers to both a 'stanza detto il Romitorio' on fols. 1 ir and 49r. located near 
too the "scala lumaca'. a loggia and above the stables, and thus probably at the rear of the building, and a room 
describedd as 'stanzino del Romitorio' on IbU I5r and 73r-v. which was close to the viuirdarobha. on the piano 
nobiie.nobiie. Where thus the hermitage should be located remains unsolved; it might have been close to the stanza, maybe 
evenn connected by interior stairs. Hie stanza was decorated with wooden wainscoting; stanzino was more properly 
furnished,, with an ingenocchialore di noce venata ..." a table, and again a complete wainscoting in wood. For the 
originall  designs by I ontana for the palazzo Chigi-Odesehalchi. see HAY.Chigi PA II. 10. fols.61r-62r. 
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andd was a specialiM in the genre of landscape. '" 

Thee last and most conspicuous hermitage tor Cardinal Flavio was not found in Rome, hut 

inn the Cardinals' native Sienese countryside: instead of largely consisting of artilfcially natura! 

settingss as did the preceding two. it was placed within a real, but nonetheless planned and 

organisedd countryside. Near the Tuscan village iA" Aneaiano. the Chigi Tamil) had possessed a 

smalll  vill a with casino since the mid-seventeenth century, the nucleus of which was acquired b\ 

ITavio'ss father. Don Mario Chigi. Around 1676. during Flavio's cardinalate. a project was started 

too enlarge, unify and embellish the property. This was not concluded until the first decades of the 

eighteenthh centurv." 'I'he co-ordinating architect was again Carlo Fontana. 

Thee original casino of the villa, largely left untouched, was located between two hilltops 

thatt were unified by fontana into one grand design (tig. I !6). One summit became the location of 

aa large statue of Hercules by the sculptor Ma/zuoli: the other one was crowned by a small 

buildingg (fig. 1 17}.""+ The facade of this latter structure contained a large patriarchal cross with 

twoo crossbeams. Inserted at the ends of these three beams were medallions showing the figures of 

Christt and the four Lvangelists. Its outside decoration, near-contemporary descriptions and post-

mortemmortem inventory of the possessions of Flavio Chigi. prove that this building functioned as a real 

hermitage.. In the concept of the garden, it was the religious counterpart to the Hercules figure, 

whichh should be interpreted here as a symbol of Virtue. ° 

Whatt makes this particular hermitage in ( ctinale especially interesting is both the context 

createdd around it. and its internal disposition. The two hundred steps leading to the summit of the 

hilll  (at the base flanked by the triple monti or 'mountains' from the Chigi-.v/cmmf;) clearly referred 

too the metaphor of spiritual ascent of the soul to heaven. This was not the only intervention 

turningg the landscape into a metaphor for the spiritual pilgrimage. After inheriting the vill a from 

hiss uncle Flavio. Bonaventura Chitzi Xondadari added a warden in the form of a Thebaid' to this 

'' Sec Ciol/.io 1939. pp.13 and 70 
D\D\ C. astro 1999. p.227 suggested that the painter of these landscapes was Vincenzo Coralli. who worked almost 

exclusivelyy as artistic entrepreneur tor Flavio I Chigi. with a predominance of projects invoking landscape-painting; 
seee also Mignosi I antillo 2000. p.341 on the cooperation between Giovanni Paolo Schor and Coralii. Whether he 
vwiss one and the same as Francesco Coralli. mentioned in more or less the same role, remains unclear; see 
AA it sememes KiinstU'r-Lcxikon IWJ-nn'.scnt vol.21 n 1 17 Fnr the patronage of Coralii h\ Flavin ! Chigi. ~ee Gob.io 
W39.. where is is frequent!> mentioned in payments for Palazzo at 1'iaz/a SS Apostoti and the garden at the Quattro 
lontane. . 

11 On the Vill a Cetinale and its planning see (iolzio 1939. pp.203-227. Sovialle 1988. p 36. Nimonim 1992. pp.1 12-
ii  Is. Ree Smienk Steenbergen 1902. pp.49-53. Ciiusti Fagiolo 1996, pp.162-187. Angelini Montanari 1998. pp.224-
247.. Romagnoli in - i / cwW/v VHChigi 2000. pp 454-458 and especially Bach-Nielsen 1997. 

11 On the statue, see Angelini Montanari 1998. p 236-238; fora contemporary biography on Giuseppe \1a//uoli. see 
Pascohh I W2, p.931-935 
'"'"  See Rip;) IftfH . nn.506-507. and Ptgler 1956 vol. 72. pp.201-224 on ilic I Icn-iiliM u image oi Virtue 
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villa,, in which the concept of the hermitage was extended to incorporate the rest of the park. The 

orationn held at Flavio's funeral however suggests that the plan for this hosco. comparable to a 

sacrasacra monte. had already been devised before his death in 1693. begun around 1680. and 

completedd by his heirs.v 

Thiss religious theme-park contained a number oi diverse motifs, constituting a spiritual 

routee through nature.97 At the entrance stood an arch with the painted figures of Hlijah and Saints 

Paul,, Anthony Abbot, Mary Magdalene, Francis, and others famous examples of solitary life. An 

inscriptionn on the same arch derived from Saint Jerome referred to these saints as 'Christ's 

flowers'flowers' in the desert, leading the thoughts of the wanderer from the real to the spiritual garden. 

Thenn followed a lingering path with statues of praying monks along the way and chapels with 

frescoedd scenes from the life of Christ. At the other end of the path through this Sacra Bosco, a 

numberr of monsters were executed in sculpture, representing the customary temptations that 

tormentedd the real hermit." Thus, at the entrance the visitor would at first have indicated to him 

thee historical predecessors of the solitary life, then the Life of Christ, which inspired them and 

theirr devotions. The statues showed the 'modern' form of the spiritual lif e in the form of solitary 

monks,, and the path ended with the lest that only the Him believers, who had put their faith in 

Christ,, would be able to surpass. 

Thee Cetinaie hermitage seems to have been more than a mere showcase or 'courtly 

hermitage'.. The inventories written in 1692 and in 1705-1706 mentioned the spaces and 

furnishingss of the hermitage, pointing it out as a location for devotional pastimes. The order of 

thee rooms described in both inventories enlisted a 'Church, sacristy, room on the ground-floor of 

thee hermitage, the room above on the left-hand side of ll[is | imminence], the room of the Hermit, 

thee room of the Palcheito [presumably a terrace from wtiich a view over the park and countryside 

couldd be admired10"] above, kitchen.,|(" 

Justt as the Sacra Basca resembled the Sacra Monte in Monte Virginio. the organisation of 

thee edifice showed a striking similarity with the smaller hermitages built in exactly the same 

'' Bach-Nielsen 1997. pp.] 19-120; see Angelini Montanan 1W8, pp.226. 246 for the reference lo the funeral oration 
byy Alfonso Marsili. The Diario Scnesc by (iiroiamo Gigli of' 1723, vol.2. p.2 1 5. cited by Arigelini Montanari 1998. 
p.2466 n.335 and 336 referee! to some details of the Tebaide as already being visitable in September 1681. when 
Cosimoo 111 de'Medici came and admired the \ ili a Cetinaie. 

Forr a discussion of the Tebaide at Cetinaie. see Uaeh-Nielsen ï 097. pp.119-122. 
'**  Bach-Nielsen 1997. p.121. 
:ii Bach-Nielsen 1997. p. 122. 
i:}i:} "(iDU"(iDU  vol.12, pp.388-389. 
1,11 RAV.Arch.Chigi 700. tbl.286r: 'Chiesa. Sagrestia. Stan/a a Pianterreno del Romitorio. Stan/a di sopra ma no 
maneaa di S. E.. Slan/.a del Rornito. Stanza del Palchetto di sopra. cucina.' 
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periodd in the Carmelite desert (compare tig. i OH i I he presence of a bed and two mattresses in his 

privatee room suggest that it was possible for the cardinal to stay for more then a few spare 

hours/ '""  In the chapel of the hermitage, all the necessary utensils for Mass were present (in 1686 

liturgicall  utensils for the 'chiesa del Romitorio' were acquired)' ', while a number of prie-dieu's. 

->everaii  crosses and religious books in other rooms point to the religious aim of the entire 

building. . 

Thee mention of the 'room of the Hermit' in the inventory also suggests that a soliiar\ 

religiouss looked after the church and was able to stay overnight, to keep it prepared for the 

liturgicall  demands of the cardinal, similar to the tasks delegated to independent hermits at the end 

off  the seventeenth century in TivolL In fact. Chigi sustained Mich solitarv religious in the 

campa^nacampa^na of Siena. Between 1672 and 1687. several payments were made in natura by the 

enterprisee of the Vill a to a hermit in the 'romitorio of Motrano'. situated close to Cetinale. for 

massess celebrated in honour of Saint Macarius.1 '" Similar payments to a 'hermit' in the Vill a o! 

Cetinalee are not traceable in these account-books, but it is possible that cardinal C'higi asked the 

hermitt of Motrano. or else monks of a religious Order to take care of the hermitage's chapel on a 

temporaryy basis.1'0 

Butt there is also the possibility that an anchorite was permanent!}  affiliated to Cetinale. 

Chigi'ss position as protector of the Vallombrosiani and the Minimi of San Francesco di Paola. 

bothh of them o\' dedicated to the solitary and contemplative life, might have facilitated such 

speciall  arrangements.'"' Nineteenth-century sources even suggest that the hermitage was 

inhabitedd by as many as twelve monks who took care of the sick, officiated weekly in the church 

off  Sanfl'Aistachio near the Vill a itself, and assisted the inhabitants in the surroundings of the 

BAY .. Arch.Chigi 700. fol.286r described the contents of the room offlavio Chigi as such: ' I n lotto, con Banchi. e 
II  a\ ote da lotto d'Albuccio. con dui matera//i di lana fin a. con due traversiere. c tre cuscmi I it I avolino d'Albuccio 
conn sua scan/ietta sopra da iibn I tia trabacca di tela bianca. con suo Vela, sei Bandinelle. quattro guarda colonne, 
coperta.. e tornaletto. con traneette di file bianco.' 
! '""  BAY.Arch.Chigi 18i8.>. payments made in 1686: 'fattura d'un Armario. c diversi utensili sacn p[erj la Chiesa del 
romitorioo 4.5.6.-' 
:'' ' BA\ .Arch.Chtgi 1818.C tor example on fol.27r: '(rrano na 5 p Plemosina al P. Romito di Motrano a! Ound. 
II  -0-1 5 Mcssc iv .1 - fat to ceiebrare nella testa di S Maccario a! romitorio - 6-1 and fol.^r: 'p. la 1esta di S Maccum-
a!!  romitorio di Motrano p. 2 anni 1674 c 1675 pagata da Piem- Cenci I a\e in delto, Pode ai quale huoni a! nuad. - ! -
jC.. Similar pavments continued until the end of the accountbook. in 1687. except lor a break in 1685. I roni 1686 
onwards,, alms tor Capuchin and Oiscalced Carmelites arc also listed under the heading Chiesa c Ih'voiiost. 

Thee mention in the Diurin Sencse of (rigli . vol.2 p.2!̂  of Chigi: 'fondandovi jin Cetinale] un roniitaggiu. e 
ordinee di romiti...' seems to suggest that there was a group of regular hermits affiliated to Cetinale: see 
Angelmii  Montanan 1997. p.246 tv.Vo. 

'' Ciacconi 1677 vol 4, n.727 and CardeHa ! 79 2 ! 7 97 vol.7. p.! 2! 
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villa.1'""  In the seventeenth century, however, the use of the hermitage will have been restricted to 

thee owners of the villa, to procure them the isolation and rest to concentrate on their devotional 

practices. . 

Hermit ss in high society 

Aroundd the same time as the projects undertaken by cardinal Flavio I Chigi, other hermitages 

weree commissioned by noble roman families, and constructed in the privacy of their palaces. In 

manyy respects, these hermitages in the palaces of roman noble families resembled the projects of 

Flavioo Chigi; their functions seem however to have been slightly different. Three will be 

discussedd here; one in the palazzo Pallavicini-Rospigliosi, one in palazzo Altieri , and one in 

palazzoo Colonna. 

Thee present palazzo Pallavicini-Rospigliosi was inhabited at the end of the seventeenth 

centuryy by the Mancini family, and then rented out in the late 1680s to Giovanni Battista 

Rospigliosii  and Maria Camilla Pallavicini; in 1704 their relatives finally bought it.lu8 According 

too the inventories of 1708 and 1710, this edifice contained a romitorio.iw The furniture of this 

room,, situated in a mezzanine on the second floor of the palace, consisted of 'a. prie-dieu, chairs, a 

bedd and table, designed to look as if they were constructed out of rustic tree-stumps or hewn out 

off  the rocks, and painted fabrics were applied to the walls to simulate woodland-surroundings. 

Onee adjacent room contained a collection of landscape-paintings evoking outdoor-scenery and a 

secondd room was furnished with book-cases, suggesting that this small apartment was a place for 

studyy of the arts, letters and devotion. In this context, the hermitage offered the place for spiritual 

exercisess similar to the private retreats made for Farnese and Chigi. However, in this case the 

userss were female members of the family: according to (be descriptions, the room was first, at the 

disposall  of the Duchessa Maria Camilla Pallavicini Rospigliosi. and after 1710 was refurbished 

forr her daughter Maria Candida, by the painter Monsu Feandro. Whether this hermitage was 

expresslyy made for Maria Camilla herself remains uncertain without further information on the 

datingg and attribution of the original project. It might very well have been constructed during the 

Baeh-Nieisenn IW7. p. I 17: 'In return tor books, the necessary furniture and provisions, they performed various 
kindss of monastic, charitable work; they nursed the sick, comforted the dying, and once a week celebrated mass in 
thee chapel of the vill a below.' 
'^^ Martinson 1987 vol.1, p.145. and vol.2, p. 153, (iuide riotuiti Ji Roma 1967-present vol.1.4. pp.124-126. I)i 

(astroo Pedrocchi Waddy 1999. and Tessin 2002a. introduction, p. 55. The palace was bought by cardinal Jules 
Ma/.arinn in 1641: see Dethan 1981. pp.21-22: from there the building had come into Mancini ownership by 
inheritance. . 

[>ii  Castro-Pedrocchi'Waddy 1999. p.227 describes the room on account of these two inventories of 1704 and 
1710. . 
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mhahiiaiionn ot'the palace by the Mancini-tamüy. who. as will bc discussed below, had a family 

preferencee for the anchorite theme. In that case, the romitorio should be dated to around 1 670. 

Moree insight into this cultural and artistic phenomenon can be obtained by means of two 

furtherr hermitages in Rome, located in the Colonna and Alticr i palaces respectively. The interior 

off  both rooms was constructed with ephemera! materials - painted draperies and wood - and their 

fragilityy has left nothing but descriptions and drawings of its interiors. The romitorio in Palazzo 

Altierii  (fig. 1 19) was designed by one of Bernini's assistants. Johann Paul Schor (1615-1674). a 

furniture-makerr and interior decorator of German origin.' ' The Colonna room was also been 

attributedd to him in an eighteenth-century guidebook, which is further supported by the similarity 

inn concept and realisation to the Altieri project. ' Schor was also paid for works in the Pala/zo 

(( nigi in 1662 and 1667. which suggests his influence also in the case of this hermitage, discussed 

above,, which probably functioned as inspiration for the other two examples. ;~ 

Duringg his visit to Rome in 1687-1688. the Swedish architect Nidocemu.s Tcssin the 

Youngerr (1 654-1 728) visited the hermitages in the Palazzo Colonna and in Palazzo Altieri . both 

onlyy recently finished. Sometime between (670 and his death in 1674. Schor executed a 

romitorioromitorio in a two-room apartment in a mezzanine of the Altieri palace: it had a cave-like 

appearance,, which according to Tessin evoked in the visitor a 'bizarre and pleasing' impression: 

hee even used the word uffreux several times to describe its psychological e fleet on the 

beholder.1'' The drawing made to record this room underlined its visual extravagance (fig. 120). 

andd documented the furniture. It contained a bed. a number of chairs, a fountain between the 

windows,, and a mirror, all in the guise of raw materials such as pieces of rock and tree-trunks, 

butt actually made out of wood covered with fabrics painted to look like stone or straw: the walls 

andd ceiling were irregular and covered by painted plants.1'' The ceiling was. according to 1 essin. 

l ! ""  tor Schor (also called Giovanni Paolo Tedesco}  and his roman activities, sec lusconi 1985; tor a general 
biographyy see Pio 1977. pp.57-58. Thieme Becker I 907-1 950 vol.30, pp.263-266. Dictionary oj Art !996 vol. 28. 
pp 162. Walker in Amhientc Bamcco 1999. pp.8-10. Walker 20O3 and Lin Regisseur dtw Burocken Welttheuwrs 2004 

RomaRoma ampiiLita. e hnovuta 1725. p. 1 18. on the interior of Palaz/o Colonna: 'e una Camera dipinta in guisa di 
Romitorioo con disegno di Gio. Paolo Scor.' This information is not confirmed by accounts in the Colonna -archive. 
n""  The payments to Schor for works in the Palaz/o Chigi are published in Gol/.io 1939, pp.70 and 73. 
: ;""  Tcssin 2002b. p.3 1 8: "Von hie wurden vvir hinunter gefiihrt. undt passirten erstens unten durch cin zitnher so mit 
bustenn orniref wahr. undt kahmen so in einem andcrn. dass ir.'V i'inc cremda^c \c.hr bizzarre and; ardg vi>tn (dm 
PaoloPaolo Iodesco wahr aussgefuhret:' The project of enlarging the palace was begun in HPO and Schor died in 16"1!. 
forr the edifice and it> .successive phases see Schiavo I96v p 52-70. 

Tessinn 2002b. p.318: 'dass gantze gevvelb. undt die wande wahr alicss gant/ irregulier urul affreux repnesentiret. 
undtt aut gewissen gorusten von dunnen hölt/.ern mit leinwandt überklcidet. undt so mit gelhbraune tarbe 
überstriicken.. undt gehöhef an dhenen stellen, wor der dacli kunte darauf fallen; die fenster wahren auf der emeu 
seitenn gant/. unten beijm tlor undt mit gegitter vor. an der anderen seiten wahren sie höher hinaof. einer wej'en hintcr 
derr klippen wahr wie ein Spiegel tin felssen darin: in der ecken stunde wie etn aparler pfeiller von der klippen, da 
mann kunte hemmbgehen ... vorne zwisehen den fc-n.siL.-in wain eiuc Fontaine /wischen kleine klippen: dass bett wahr 
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'heree and there spanned by steel wires with leaves and roses eut out of tin at various places...'1 

Notwithstandingg its ephemeral cave-like character, the Altieri hermitage contained an 

arrayy of rich materials, such as a mirror actually made out of rock-crystal mounted on gold, and 

surroundedd by diamonds and sapphires - its value was estimated by Tessin at the enormous 

amountt of 60.000 scuai. With a keen eye he also noted that the fabrics used for the walls and 

furnituree were satins and silks of the highest quality.11*  It was probably because of its very 
** 117 

preciousnesss and costliness that in 1725 this hermitage or grottu still existed. 

Thee second commission to Johann Paul Schor for a hermitage, part of a three-room 

mezzanine-apartmentt in the middle wing of Palazzo Colonna, represented the same idea with 
tt i o 

slightt variations in form; it offered the visitor an equal display of sumptuous wealth. This 

hermitagee was also part of a small apartment, which also contained a room decorated with 

mythologicall  scenes showing Apollo and Diana, the four seasons, and fruits, and the second 

roomm had at the centre of its ceiling the 'triumphing Truth' surrounded by the 'four Monarchies', 

andd herms as decoration on the walls. In 1668-1669. the painter Giovanni Maria Mariani was 

recompensedd for his work in these rooms.119 The hermitage itself was also underway in 1668, as 

inn that year the intagliatore Francesco Bergamo was paid for his work in the romitoho. He 

deliveredd 'six stools carved as rocks and trunks [decorated] with leaves and animals, and a small 

wicc von stammen, von beümen undt dergleichen zusammengemaclit, undt die deeke daraui wam <iuf gclbanig 
attlaschh wie geflochtener stroh gemahlet; die stiihle wahren auch bizzarc gemacht wic von kleinen felssstycken mit 
rechtenn kussen auftV The decoratively painted walls and ceiling was described in the treatise on interior decoration, 
basedbased on the aforementioned travel-diary: Tessin 2002a. p.94: 'A Rome au Palais Altieri il y a un'espece d'Hremitage, 
ouu toutte ia Voute et ies quattre castes estoicnt fails all'immitation d'une grotte tres irreguliere, el un peu affreusc: ct 
aprezz cela cnloree de biun et de jaune, avee un cretain clair, qu'ori avoit donnè aux hauteurs: de I'un costc le jour 
entroitt prèz du pave, ou il y avoit une grille de fer attaehèe. et des autres costès par en haut; derrier la roche feinte. it 
yy avoit une glace comm'un Miroir ; et un pillier d'un costèparoissoit y avoir estè laissè, pour soustenir la Voute. L'on 
vv voyuit outre cela dans certains endroits dela Voute des fcuüies, ei Jes roses, faites do fer blane, et qu'on avoit 
peintess selon leurs couleurs. Fntre deux ouvertures, ou le jour entroit irregulierement, l'on decouvroit parrny Ies 
petitess rocailles nne Fontaine. Dela bizzarrcrie du lit et des chaises il sera parlè au troisieme livre ... Jean Pao! 
Allemand.. sirand decorateur de son temps, est celluy qui en donnè le dessein.' Klsewhere in the same treatise, Tessin 
2002a.. p.260 described the furniture of this room: 'Au Palais Altieri a Rome, et a la piece, nominee 1'Fremitage. il y a 
unee Tabic soustende d'un tronc. all'imitation d'un arbre.' 
111 ^ Tessin 2002b. p..>18: 'Dass gantze gewelb wahr hie undt dar überhenget mil stahltrahlen undt von bleek 
aussgesnii  tienen blattern. undt rosen an etzlichen stellen so hernaeher angestrichen wahren...' 

fessinn 2002a. p.25 1: 'Au Palais Altieri il y avoit aussi un Fremitage. ou le lit estoit fait all'immitation de troncs et 
branchess d'arbres. el !a couvertiire estoit peinte comme dela paille. sur du satin dela mestne couleur.' Ibidem, p.257: 
'Auu Palais Altieri Ton voit dans !a piece, nommee I'Fremitage. un Miroir fort Magnifique de cristal de Montague, 
omee sur un fond d:or. du poid de douzc livres. avec des Diaments. /aitres et ! opasses. qu'on debite dela valeur de 
soixantemillee Scudi.' Tessin 2002b, p..il8. seems to indicate that this was an integral part of the design: 'hinter der 
klippenn wahr wic ein Spiegel im telssen darin...' 

!! Rossini 1725, p.34: 'la Grotta. die rappresenta un Romitaggio. e di.iegno di Gio: Paolo Schor i edescho...' 
' ^^ See Pico/./.i Safarik Valeriani 1999, pp.80-81. There is no extant information on the dating of this hermitage, 
otherr than that is was executed before the death of Schor in 1674. 
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tablee and prayer-stool and a day-bed with cloth painted with the same kind of work.""" According 

too Tessin's description, these pieces of furniture were covered in fine fabrics looking like humble 

materialss such as straw.""' The one difference with the Altieri grotto consisted in the paintings 

usedd in the Colonna example, which formed small openings in the rocky walls and represented 

differentt kinds of animals and shepherds.1"" These are also visible in the drawing made for Tessin 

too document this romitorio (lig. 121). 

Byy their style of decoration, the Rospigliosi. Colonna and Aitieri hermitages displayed 

conceptss quite similar to the Camerino degli fremiti and the various Chigi romitorii. All 

consistedd of a small number of rooms contained in one apartment, and all had the same kind of 

furniture.. The (day-)bed. the chairs, and the prayer-stool were stock-elements of such rooms, i his 

?>eemss to indicate that the function of these apartments as places for retreat was also comparable. 

11 he main difference between the hermitages for cardinals and the later romitorii lay in the 

secludedd character of the decoration of the latter which instead of looking out onto a real or 

feignedd landscape, largely blocked communication with the outdoors by the choice for cave-like 

walls,, and small openings - whether barred windows or paintings. As mentioned before, the 

paintingss in the CoVmwd-romitorio did not contain hermit-saints, as would be expected in the 

casee of the other hermitages for cardinals, but showed pastoral imagery. In other words, the 

hermitss had disappeared from a number of these hermitages. 

Anotherr factor is that in both the Altieri and Colonna romitorii alien elements, deduced 

fromm the traditional attributes of the hermit, were introduced. Mirrors, plain beds, and a number 

off  chairs pointed more towards a lif e of sociability than towards harsh penitence and the frequent 

practicee of prayer. Should these private 'hermitages' for secular patrons than be interpreted as 

deprivedd of their original function and meaning, and early examples of the courtly hermitage as a 

'' These payments are in the Archivio Colonna. Libro mastro 1. B. 28. fols. 146. 150. 163; see Strunck 2000 for the 
decorationn of Palazzo Colonna and these payments to Mariani and Bergamo. 1 am indebted to Christina Strunck for 
soo kindly sharing with me this information on the romitorio Colonna. 

Arehivioo Colonna. l.A.49. payment of 150 scitdi to Iraneeso Bergamo, \(iUH:  'per havere tatto ['intaglio del 
romitorioo ehe sono sei sgabeili intagliati a seogli et a tronchi con foglie et animali con tin tavolino ct un 
inginocchiatoree et una lettiera con i! telaro finto con detto lavoro'. 
: ii Tessin 2002a. pp.94-95: 'Au Palais du grand Connestable Colonna a Rome Ton voyoit eneor'un pared sujet dans 

rr.ntresoiie.. mais moins spacieux; on le nommoit aussi un Fremitage. on toutte la Voute ressembloit a tine roehe. 
percèè en certains endroiK' !e jour v entroit aussv fort incg;.inuienient. mais avee tout ceia. quoy que ce üeu ia avoit 
quelquee chose d'affreuv i! ne laissoit pas d'estre fort agreablc par raport a sa fraicheur. Du lit el dc Cjaise> li >era 
parlèè dans la troisieme Partie. I e.ssin 2002a. p.25 1: 'All'Krenalage dc ITntresolle. au Palais du Connestable Colonna, 
cyy dessus mentionne. le lit paroissoit estre fait dela roche mesme de I'l remitage. dont on lu> a\oii aussy donné la 
couleur,, et la couverture paroissoit estre faite de pail le.' 

: :: Tessin 2002b. pp.31 1-312: 'In den uicv/anilien unten watir eine alcove wie cine erenutage ge man let. mit eitel 
crossenn felsen fiber dem uantzen sjcwelb. undt dar/wisehen hie umi! dar elnsiehten. dass bet! herumb v.ahr \on nolt/ 
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playfull  conceit? 

Locationss and users of romitorii 

Nott only were the artistic concepts of the Colonna and Altieri hermitages very similar due to the 

probablee intervention of Schor in both of them, but the social context of these commissions also 

formedd a coherent network. In late seventeenth-century Rome, the Chigi. Altieri , and Colonna 

familiess belonged to the highest social echelons of the city. Moreover, the correspondence of 

Mariaa Mancini Colonna (1639-1716) documented the intimate contacts between Flavio Chigi, 

Giulioo Rospigliosi and the Altieri and Colonna families. In fact Maria Mancini. niece of cardinal 

Mazarin,, was married to the Grand Constable or Contestabile Colonna, and was a regular guest 

off  cardinal Chigi - who was their neighbour on the opposite side of Piazza Santi Apostoli. The 

Altierii  and Colonna families were united by the marriage between Bgidio Colonna and Tarquinia 

Altieri .. and after her death, with Altiera Altieri.123 And finally. Cardinal Paluzzo Albertoni Altieri 

remainedd in life-long contact with Flavio Chigi. both in the context of the papal Curia and in 

moree familiar situations.124 These bonds were also displayed by means of festivities: the 1668 

receptionn in the vill a Chigi at Quattro Fontane, mentioned above, was staged for members of the 

Rospigliosii  family to celebrate the election the previous year of Giulio Rospigliosi to the papal 

Seee (fig.113). """*  Giulio Rospigliosi himself was. before and even during his papacy, popular as a 

playwright,, producing theatrical texts that were staged in the Coionna and Allien palaces during 

Carnivall  or religious festivities.'~ft 

Thesee contacts probably led to visits to the respective hermitages, Maria Mancini Colonna 

wass received and entertained by Cardinal Flavio Chigi at his Sienese properties in 1668. shortly 

beforee the hermitage was added to the vill a of Cetinafe.'"' Mancini could at some time have seen 

thee hermitage in the present palazzo Pallavieini-Rospigliosi. which her family owned until the 

salee to the Rospigliosi in 1704. who before acquiring the building had rented it for some time. 

Thee Altieri had periphally been involved with hermitages; when they bought the town of Oriolo 

Romanoo from the Orsini family in 1671, this included the Carmelite hermitage of Monte 

Virginio.'""  But the first person to have anything resembling a hermitage was Cardinal flavio 

Chigi:: the romitorio in his Roman palace probably dated from the middle or late 1660s. and thus 

wiee von einem fclssen gemacht undt braunartig angestriehen. imgleiehen die stiihle. undt die bettdeeke wahr wie von 
strooo gelochten. beijm ten ster wahr das gewelb gant/ irregulier." 

Seee Tamburirii 1 ()97. p.65. 
44 /)/?/ 1960-present. vol.2, pp.561. 564. 

"'ss Cangemi in Alvssandro I'll  Chigi 2000. p.320. 
"'' For the literary activities of Rospigliosi. see below, pp.284-286. 

I'ere\\ 18%. p.79 mentioned Mancini visiting the Chigi-possessions in Siena and surroundings in 1668 
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predatedd the others, it might \cr\ well he assumed that the cardinals' examples influenced 

memberss of the noble families, at least on the typological level of these hermitages. 

Forr which members of the noble families were these hermitages intended9 A roman noble 

palacee was habitually inhabited by numerous members of a family; each person or couple had 

his.. her or their own apartment within the larger building. 1 his meant that these hermitages had 

theirr particular users. Palazzo Altieri was around 1670 inhabited by the cardinal nipoie of Pope 

Clementt X. Paluz/o Albertoni Altieri . who lived on one side of the building: his brother Gaspare 

Altierii  lived with his wife Laura Caterina in the other half ^ It was for her that the romitorio 

mustt have been intended; Tessin specificalh mentioned that the solitary room was accessed 

directlyy through the audience room of the Princess.11" This also accords with the lack of specific 

religiouss furniture, which one would have surely expected in the retreat of a cardinal. 

Whenn the Coionna romilorio was decorated between 1668 and 1674. cardinal (iirolamo I 

(1604-1666)) had already died. The cardinal's nephew, i'ontesiabile Lorenzo Onofrio ('olonna 

tt 1637-1689: fig. 123). had his apartments on the south-western part of the edifice, on the right 

handd side in the middle tract, close to where his wife Maria Mancini had her rooms (see the plan 

onn fig. 122). Lorenzo Onofrio had frequently commissioned Schor to design stage-settings for 

theatricall  happenings during the 1660s; in 1663 he also ordered a state bed from Schor for Maria 

Mancinii  Coionna. for the presentation of the newly-born Coionna heir to the public. "' After this 

happyy event, however. Maria Mancini set a bad example early in 1672 by fleeing from her 

husbandd to France, to Louis XIV whose mistress she had been before her marriage to Coionna in 

1661.. Her departure to France (where she was presumably not even received by Louis XIV ) led 

too political troubles between the Pope and the French king, and to a public outcry against her 

behaviour.. Later that same year, she returned from France back to her husband in Rome.''" lor 

whomm had the hermitage in Palazzo Coionna been furnished? 

Althoughh Tessin did not indicate how or through which rooms he entered the Colonna-

hermitage.. the location of the apartment in the middle wing of the palace makes it clear that it 

belongedd to the apartment of Lorenzo Onofrio (fig.122). After all. he was named after Saint 

"''"'' For the involvement of the Altieri with Monte Yirginio. see Sturm 2002. p.63 
" '' DBl I %0-present. vol.2. p.5(>l-564, 

11 essin 2002b. p.318: 'Von hie kahme man wieder ubeti in der Print/essin audient/kammer. worinnen ess mil 
tappetenn meubliret wahr...' 

rr ('olonna as patron of Schor, see i ambunni 1W7. esp. pp.5 7. 1 82-1 83; the slate bed was illustrated in a print, 
seee Fuscom ts>85. p. 154. Tamburini 1 (W7. p..vVU and Amhiente Bamcen 1(W(). p. 140. pi.21; 'I essin 2002b. p.313 
desenbedd this bed at lentitb. 
"""  For this story which developed from a matrimonial strife into a case o\' international politics, see Perey 18%. 
Pastorr iv25-IV>33 vol. 14.1. p.628 n.10. Remhardt in Die \irossen Familien Italians 1992, p 187. DHJ 1 060-present. 
vol.27,, pp.3 s 6- ^S7 A\M\ Tumbnrini l()U7 n 4 1 
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Onuphrius,, and he had a predilection for privacy and seclusion even before the departure of 

Mariaa Mancini to France. In other words, a preference for escaping society, albeit for diverse 

reasons,, can be observed in his life and patronage. The secluded character and rich display of the 

Colonnaa and Altieri hermitages perfectly suited this function and requirements; it protected 

memberss of hi-h-societv families from social display by suggesting them a convenient shelter 

fromm the outside world. 

Noblee anchorites and anchoresses 

Concurrentt with the growing popularity of the noble hermitage, the literature for this type of 

readerr also developed in new directions, especially for members of the higher classes, 

seventeenthh century authors produced works that popularised the ideal of the hermit while 

stressingg the aspect of seclusion. As has been discussed in the previous chapter, the possibility of 

livingg as a hermit in real lif e was severely limited or almost impossible, and the example of the 

ancientt hermits was thus adapted - or stripped - to tit the reality of this particular group of secular 

readers.. As a result, the element of prayer was severely reduced in these books, and the practice 

off  social and religious virtues was expanded. 

Bxampless of this popularisation of the anchorite qualities of life appeared from the 1620s 

onwards,, and a gradual turn from the regular to the secular reader can be observed in these books. 

Betweenn 1621 and i625, Paolo Bu/_/_i pubÜMicd his two volume Tehalde Sacra, which used 

hermitss to exemplify a number of important virtues for all sorts of readers. " Although he coined 

hiss public as 'especially the regulars', the introduction and contents opened the possibility for all 

devoutt persons to lake the lessons in the Tehalde to heart. Its text did not offer any guidelines for 

prayer,, but consisted of a story about a number of hermits gathering in the desert to discuss the 

Christiann Virtues guiding their lives. 

Anotherr example of such a book was the Eroine deiia Solitudine Sacra ovvero Vile 

d'alcuned'alcune piu iUustre Romiie, written by the Dominican Father Girolamo Freolani. v A first 

impressionn of 1654 was followed by many later editions, attesting to its popularity. The book, in 

quarto,, was divided into two volumes and illustrated with engravings, representing the 

appropriatee saint at the beginning of each chapter. Already these exterior characteristics indicate. 

thatt Frcolani's intended audience were women of the higher classes. This is supported by the 

personss to whom the dedicators letters were directed, and by the arguments that Frcolani used to 

; ' ;; Bozzi 1621-162?. 
111 Girolamo Frcolani O.P. (1618-1668) wrote another hook on the model behavior ot women, l.u rc^ui delle 

wdovewdove sact\- of 1 b()}. 
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bringg home his message of virtue and restraint. Moreover, ail the saints discussed were temale. 

whoo probably had few worldly ornaments - as Krcolani expressed it - but therefore were virtuous 

andd pious, and the most worthy position for a woman was that of the widow or virgin. 

Thee dedication of the 1664 edition of the Eroine delta Solitudine to Man eta Contarini 

describedd her native city of Venice as a metropolis of vices, in the midst of which she was able to 

leadd a penitent lif e that was more severe than in the desert o\ Lgypt thanks to her incessant retreat 

fromm this depraved urban society.1" The following introduction explained that the reader should 

derivee from these edifying examples the virtues to guide her own life. With an interesting parallel 

betweenn his words and the accompanying prints Hrcolani .says the following about the female 

virtues,, counting the very act of retreat as one of the main qualities: 

ii  wanted to signal these pages with only images of Women; because 1 have really admired 

andd bowed to the glory of that sex: who although credited as being of glass. I find them 

constructedd of steel, or rather with strokes of the hammer, more solid than diamond itself: 

too the confusion of us men. who are defeated by women in piety, and in the virtues, as 

muchh as we defeat them in wickedness and in vices. 1 have satisfied myself in only 

portrayingg Solitary [women], to make this clear: that the retreat is the most noble 

ornamentt [ frieze | of a woman.1''' 

Inn what follows. Krcolani sketched out the life of female hermits, most of whom were of noble 

descent,, but who gave up their worldly positions tor a life in the service of Christ; and by 

renouncingg their worldly ornaments, they neared heaven. Most elements in his stories thus 

appealedd to noblewomen, and guided them towards the seclusion of the romitorio. either 

physically,, or in their social attitude. Notwithstanding these clear intentions of the author, the 

16888 edition oï this book was dedicated to Giovanni Carlo Visconti, which suggests that later 

publisherss though the contents also fit for male readers. Obviously they too might profit from the 

exampless of virtue and social restraint. 

Yett another book, the Santa Solitudine (h\ro Soliloquii dell'anima fniorno a quelle verita 

('ristiane,('ristiane, che piu dell'altre ragliono per allettar lamme all'ossequio di /.)/() by the French Jesuit 

Hrcolanii  1664. 'dedication': 'per appunto posso chiamare Yene/ia. col me/70 d'una singolare ritirale//a. pratieare 
iee piu inhospili. & ineolte solitudini dcll'l iiitto ' 

Lreolanii  1664. unpaginated introduction |asterisks signal unreadable words as a result uf paper-damage]: ' *n ho 
\olutoo segnare questi miei togli **  imagim. che di Donne: perche vera**  ho sempre anunirato. & inehmato Ie glorie 
dii  questo sesso; che henehe porti il nome d'esser di vetr<\ !o trovo in t'atti di tempera d'acciaio. an/i a eolpi di 
martello.. pid saldo dello stesso Diamante: a eontusione di noi altri huomini. che tanto ci laseiamo vincere dalle 
Donnee nella piëta, e nelle virtu, quanto I e avan/iamo neH'empieta. e ne vi/.ij . Mi sono compiaeciuto solo de ritratle 
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Pierree Marie, published in an Italian translation in 1658. contained an introduction to the secular 

readerr which set out the main requirements for this acquisition of virtue: chastity, mortification. 

patiencee and humility.1,? In contrast to the former examples, however, this book did not contain a 

selectionn of edifying stories on female or male solitary-' saints, but discussed simple methods for 

acquiringg the four main qualities. The title and the proposed strategies were, however most 

fittingg for the context of the noble hermitage; the devotions were simple, short and mild, and thus 

accessiblee to the dilettante public engaging in religious improvement. 

Pierree Marie's book was well received in Roman noble circles, thanks to its dedication by 

thee Italian printer to Anna Maria Mazarin, prioress of the monastery of Santa Maria in Campo 

Marzioo and niece of cardinal Jules Mazarin.138 Until her death in 1669, Anna Maria played a 

pivotall  role in the Mazarin and Mancini families, and held a salon where Maria Maneini Colonna, 

Annaa Maria's niece, came to visit, just like many other members of the Roman high society in 

latee seventeenth-century Rome.139 Anna Maria was, moreover, famous for her contacts with 

zealouss monks and nuns and her own religious life. Through her. Pierre Marie's Santa Solitudine 

wil ll  therefore have found a most ready reception in these noble circles. 

Anotherr popularisation of the hermit-theme for the noble laity was offered by Francesco 

Antonioo Dolcetti in his Vite de'padri, ovvero istoria eremitica delle vile, e delti degli antichi 

solitariisolitarii  of 1679. which was another collection of eremitic lives.140 He mixed the two genres: that 

off  instructive examples and uncomplicated practices. The introduction was aimed at readers 

lookingg for diversion, being led by the author towards moral edification. This reference to the 

genree of the chivalric novel, and the choice to dedicate this book to Cecilia Acquaviva Gaetana 

d'Aragona.. reveals that again women were a conspicuous part of his intended public. ' Dolcetti 

suggestedd however to a more generai readership the ioiioumg. 

Butt if it pleases you in novels and in other vain books to see represented new and unusual 

things,, or bravura, the valour and strength of a Cavaliere. or pitched battles and siege of 

cities,, or the political finesses, and inventions and strategies and surprises and unexpected 

1' '' I-or Pierre Marie {1589-1645) and the editions of the Sainte Solitude see Sommervogel I960 vol.5, cols.575-577. 
thee French original of this hook appeared in 1636. with many reprints until at least 1675; apart trom the Italian 
translationn of 1658. a Dutch version was published in 1657. 
'lVV See Dethan 1981. pp.30-32 fora short biography of Anna Maria Mazarin. 

Detliann 1981, p.42: Queen Christina of Sweden and others were known to have frequented Anna Maria. 
! '! '' In 1700. a second edition appeared of this book in Rome, under the title Istoria tIei>t'eroi solitarii cioe lite, e 
success!success! memorabili de v.v. padri eremiti e di santé vergini... In que sta unpressione corretta, orJinuta. notabilmente 
accreseiuia.accreseiuia. e reslituita alii  suoi veri anion'. 
!;LL During the Catholic Reformation there was a polemic about the moral threat of the chivalric romance, offering 
oiiKK diversion and no education: see Fumaroli 1 985. 
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assaults,, or finally the amorous .stories: all these elements can he iound in this work, You 

wil ll  see souls so fortified by divine Grace, moved into open and professed war against 

themselves,, to conquer in themselves the vanity of this world, and the powers of the 

Inferno,, And wil l not our enemies use those finesses, and cunning to distract us from this 

noblee undertaking? 1 hose surprises and attacks do not tempt'.-1 With those strategies they 

doo not tr\ to mislead us? But those inflamed by divine Love ... and enlightened and 

invigoratedd by it. withstand with admirable strength these assaults, discover the things 

insidious,, chase away the set-up conspiracies, and inflict irreparable damage to all their 

phalanxess ... Put thus in those things your diversion, and 1 hope that you take this 

enticement,, divine Grace being superabundant with you. that often you wil l be so able 

withh these means to attract to it the souls, and you will enter in the fvangelic net, and you 

wil ll  open up in yourself the way to the Spirit, that will illuminate you. inspire you. and 

whichh will elevate you to obtain this glorious end. for which God has created you. 

fromm both the books and the decorations of the noble hermitages, it can be gauged that they 

servedd a different aim than the romitorii of cardinals; the act of social restraint and the practice of 

virtuess had taken the place of prayer and contemplation. Instead of turning the inhabitant of the 

solitaryy space into an anchorite bv means of word and image, the visitor would come there to 

playy a role in an appropriate and elaborate setting. 

Hermit ss on the Roman stage 

\\\\\\ the end of the seventeenth century, impersonating the contemplative anchorite in a private 

ronuionoronuiono had been superseded by historical developments, especially by the negative image that 

thee movement of Quietism had lent to incessant prayer. *' The excesses indulged in by monks 

andd nuns, under the guise of spiritual unity with (kid. forced the Catholic authorities to take 

Dolcettii  1679. tbl.2r-v: 'P croc he se pi ace ne'romanzi. & in aitri libri vam il \edervi rappresentale cose nuove. & 
msolite.. o la bravura, il valore. e la tortezza d'un Oavalieni. ó le hattaglie campali. o gli assedij de!!e Cstta. ö Ie 
tinezzee poiiliche. o i'inventioni. e Ie slratagemme. o le sorprese. e gli attacchi improvisi. o imaimente gli amori; tutte 
questee cose si trovaranno in quest'Opera. Yi vedrete aninie cosi lbrtificate dalla gratia divina. mossero aperta. c 
professataa guerra a se stessi. per vincere in se stessi la vanita del Mondo. e le potenze d'lnfernu. H quali flnezze. & 
astutiee non usarono i nimici per distonarli dalia generosa impresa? quali sorprese, & attacchi non tentarono? con 
qualii  stratagemme non cercarono d'inuannarle? Ma esse infiamate del Divino amore ... e da quello illustrate <v-
invigorite.. con maravighosa forfzza [sic) resistevano a gli a^alti. scoprivano t'insidie. dissipavano le machinate 
congmre.. e da\ano rotte irreparabiii a tute le loro talangi ... In questi dunque ponete il vostro diletto. & i<> ipefu. J ie 
presii  a quest'esca. soprabbondando con \oi la Divinia gratia, ehe spesse siate si vale di questi niezzi per tirare a se le 
aninie.. entrarete nella rete hvangeliea. & aprirete in voi la strada alio spirito. ehe v'illumini. v'infiasmi. e \'innalzi a 
ottenerquell  beato fine, per il quale Din v'ha creati ' 
''''' I'or Quietism and the process against its most important representative Molinos. see Heppe 1875. esp. pp.2601. 
Petrocchii  PMX. and t.)ll'  I974-IW7 vol.7, cols. 1 160-1 ! 7.v Around mid-century, quietism was also related to the 
phenomenonn of the hermitage; ^ee Rendiscioli I ^64. p 20 
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action,, and in 1690 the spiritual movement was finally forbidden. By then, prayer and 

contemplationn had become contaminated terms. Some qualities of the hermit might still be 

imitated,, but copying the example in real life was dissuaded, as it would lead to diabolical 

temptations.. From the middle of the seventeenth century onwards, the hermit on the stage often 

begann to incorporate vices instead of virtues as characteristics. The audience was now confronted 

withh the idea that rigorous abstinence could lead inexperienced anchorites astray, to lose their 

soul.. In the ultimate consequence, the hermit was considered the devil in disguise. 

Thee character of such a possessed hermit was described in the musical opera Sant'Alessio, 

stagedd in 1631 and subsequent years by the Barberini on the occasion of Carnival, and at 

receptionss of important ambassadors or nobles. Its music was composed by Stefano Landi. The 

librettoo was from the hand of Giulio Rospigliosi, later pope Clement IX, who favoured the theme 

off  hermits also in all his other plays, with the same intentions.14"5 In this case, the 'urban' anchorite 

Alessioo (of Roman patrician descent) was tempted by the devil in the fonn of a hermit, but 

refusedd to believe the lies he was told by this false prophet, upon which the latter disappeared. 

Thee real hermit. Alessio. could then continue his spiritual pilgrimage in solitude under the stairs 

too his family's palace, until after his death his soul was carried up to heaven by angels who 

discoveredd his real identity to his family. 

Anotherr major success on the stage for Rospigliosi was the musical play entitled La 

comicacomica del Cielo o la Baldassarra of 1668; the musical accompaniment was composed in this 

casee by Antonio Maria Abbatini. and the stage-design was made by Ficrnini and an equipe of 

otherr artists, among whom was probably also Giovanni Francesco Grimaldi.,"1 fhc main 

characterr of the play, the comic actress Baldassarra. repented her fonner life on the stage and 

decidedd to retreat into a cave to live as an aneïusress: from there she was taken up to Heaven by 

thee Virgin. In the first act of the play, during her theatrical appearance as Clorinda in the 

1444 Oanevazzi 1900, pp.65-76. Varese in Storiu delta lethiratura italiana 1967 vol.5, pp.537-540. Hammond 1994. 
pp.201-2055 and 210-214. Tamburini 1997. pp.239-240. Hammond in Amhiente Baroceo 1999. pp.55-56, and 
Miehelassii  in / Teatri del Panuliso 2000. pp.69-70. The original text o\' Sant'Alessio is preserved in manuscript in 
BAV.V'at.Lat.. 13538. 'Poesie Morali. e Profane Compostt; daii'Hmo. Sig' Cardinal Giulio Rospigliosi di gloriosa 
memoriaa Clemente IX'. vol.1, pp.272-321. 
14""  On the other literary- activities of Giulio Rospigliosi. see Caneva/./i 1900, esp. p.46f'ana DBl 1960-present. 
vol.26,, pp.290-292. and / teatri del Paradiso 2000. 
I4""  This play is preserved in manuscript in BAY'.Vat.I.at. 13538. 'Poesie Morali. e Profane Composte dallT'.mo. Sig 
Cardinall  Giulio Rospigliosi di gloriosa memoria Clemente IX'. vol.1, pp.328-445. See Canevazzi 1900. pp.145-185. 
Tamburinii  1997. pp.58. 282 and Miehelassi in / Teatri del Paradiso 2000. pp.70-72. Canevaz/i suggested that the 
originall  play was Spanish, adapted by Rospigliosi into Italian. l;or Antonio Maria Abbatini (c.l597-c.l679), who 
composedd the music, see DBl 1960-present. vol.1, pp.30-32 and Ciliberti 1986: for the theatrical designs by Bernini. 
Grimaldii  and others, see I avin 1980 vol.1, p.149, Tamburini 1997. p.282 n.344 (who on the basis of accounts 
ascribedd the design of the 1668 staging to Bernini. Schor and Mattia de Rossi) and Ariuli'Matteucci 2002. pp.76-77. 
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Gcru.\aicmmcGcru.\aicmmc Libcraia (staged as a plav within a plav. and a theatre in a theatre ' ). >he heard a 

voicee reminding her of the vanity of life, and as a result she decided to leave this world for the 

searchh of another, higher goal. At the end of this act. the spectators of this 'theatre within a 

theatre'' praised her decision, and it was announced to the real spectators that 'the comedy is 

finished',, to indicate thai the serious part now began. 

Inn act two. Baldassarra retreated into a cave in the desert, and was visited by her former 

loverr Alvero and a companion. Biscotto. to attempted to persuade her to return to the stage.' 

'11 hey caught Baldassarra reading in a book that taught her that all worldly things are vain.1' 

Biscottoo and his lover Lisa were so impressed by Baldassarra's example, that the\ decided to 

becomee hermits themselves; but Alvero on the other hand despaired about the loss of her love for 

him.. When he ran off with the intention to commit suicide. Baldassarra's wav out was blocked in 

thatt very moment by a large stone rolling before the entrance of her cave. 

Thee end of the second act contained a number of intrigues in which Biscotto as a 

costumedd hermit came to repent for his devilish infatuation, and decided to become a real 

solitary,, which was doubled by an appearance of the devil himself, turning the horrid desert into a 

gardenn of pleasures.1"1 However, his aim to lead Baladassara away from her original aim by 

meanss of this image failed, finally, in the third act. the personification of Penitence appeared -

nott coincidental!) again in the guise of a hermit - to Baldassara. It was through this figure that 

redemptionn was being offered, while Baldassarra represented the incorporation of this Virtue. 

Singingg a duet, they expressed the belief that this road opened the way to eternal life, after which 

Baldassarraa returned to her cave.1^ The play ended with the other characters finding Baldassarra 

inn her grotto, having exchanged this life for the next; the duet in the preceding scene was thus a 

death-scenee in disguise, and the end of the spiritual pilgrimage for Baldassarra. 

Afterr an initial spectacle with real actors, a puppet version of the Comica del Cielo was 

putt on stage in Palazzo l.udovisi - then the residence of the Rospigliosi family - on a number of 

consecutivee days during Carnival of 1668, and seen by a great number of roman citizens. 

Kvidently.. Bernini designed the set of this event together with Johann Paul Schor, although 

'' l.avin 1980 vol.L pp.150-1.^5. 
'' ( anevazzi 1400. p lf>2. 

, ; '' Canevaz/i 1900. pp. 107-168. 
'' BAY.Vat.Lat. I 3538, p .378 has \lvaro. the lorntcr lover. ohser\e about Baldassarra: 'in devoto volume sensi 
d'altaa pieta medita. e legge.' 
IMM BAY.Yat.Lat. 13538. pp.393-401. 

iiAV.Yat.Lai .. 13538. pp.43 i-435. 
II  his Palazzo Ludovisi is the actual Palaz/o liano on the Via del ( nrso î-v f;ine\ ;v//i ! 9f)n, p. i .p. 
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whetherr this was for one or both versions remains unclear.,:; However that may have been 

organised,, the play, the music and the visual artistry impressed itself so much on the mind of a 

youngg girl that she longed herself to experience the reality of the hermitage.1" The diary of a 

Venetiann representative at the Roman court explained what happened as a result of the 

*-*r*t* tt /M-m Tnr*d
L'l^ ll  i w i I t 111 J l\r\~ . 

Thee young lady who fled from the House of Signora Donna Caterina was found alone in 

Castelnuovoo dressed as a man, inspired to become a hermit in imitation of Santa 

Baldassarra.. whose life was represented a number of times in Palazzo Rospigliosi this 

r ii  i 156 

Carnival. . 

Thee tone of this account clearly implied the incredulous reaction to the event; it suggested that 

thee young girl was considered ignorant, as everyone knew- that becoming a hermit had littl e to do 

withh living alone in the woods. Being a hermit, for the seven tee nth-century general public, was a 

statee of mind preferably recreated in the safe context of the monastery, the private palace or the 

villa.. In all cases, art was the means to create the setting, which inserted the devout into horrid 

naturee without so much as leaving the premises - or having having to submit to clerical 

supervision.. Moreover, the general public was not to follow the life of extreme penitence, but 

incorporatee the moral lesson presented thereby into their daily life in a moderate form. For the 
,Tenera!!  nubüc the herm'ta0^ WAK -A nLwv* m Hvvnll romhinino diversion with instruction on the 

Christiann virtues. Strict contemplation, for which the predecessors of these romitorii had been 

intended,, was strongly dissuaded, and the first step towards the decorative hermitage had been 

taken. . 

Inn the Seicento, the cultural phenomenon of the hermitage followed diverging courses 

underr the influence of historical circumstances. The real hermitage for the solitary' dweller had 

disappearedd under the pressure of papal authorities, and three alternatives were developed. The 

firstt was the place where real monks dedicated their time to prayer and contemplation, under the 

' '44 Canevazzi 1900. p.146-147 cited from the Awisi di Roma, where Bernini's design was mentioned in relation to 
thee theatrical version stayed in pala/zo l.udovisi. Tamburini 1997. p.282 n..v45 mentioned the payments to Schor and 
Dee Rossi in 1668 for a staging in Palazzo Rospigliosi; according to these accounts. Grimakii was only in charge of 
thee costumes. Pascoli 1992, pp. 109. 1 1 5 n.1 5 refers to the stenographic designs made by (iiovan Francesco Grimaldi 
inn exactly the same period, rivaling with Bernini for commissions from Chigi: 'Inventó por li nipoti di S.S. 
(Alexanderr V1IJ molte macchine per le belle commedie, die facevan rappresentare; ma non andarono in iscena. 
perchee si servirono poi del Bernini.' 
;'"'' On the design for this play, see Fusconi 1985. pp. 169-1 70. 179. 

Ademolloo 1969. p.105. citing from the diary of Ferdinando Raggi (ms. in ASGenova. 'Lettere ministri. maz.JU): 
'Laa don/ella che fiiützè di Casa la Signora Donna Caterina si e trovata in Castelnuovo sola vestita da huorno 
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strictt guidance of superiors and regulations. Carmelite Jeserti were the most conspicuous 

exampless of these monastic institutions, intended to revive the ideal of the early Christian saints 

inn a new form/" The architecture, planning and functioning of these hermitages were adjusted to 

thee religious aims. While the monks in such a 'desert' would be completely isolated for a longer 

periodd of time, their surroundings, daily rhythm and occupations all obeyed preconceived ideas. 

Thee risk of error had b> these means been annihilated: no tales of heresy were connected to these 

cultivatedd deserts. 

Inn the middle of the scale, the cardinal's hermitage prolonged the concept of the Camenno 

deglii  Lremiti. This had been conceived as a place for temporary immersion in devotional 

exercises,, preferably under the guidance or supervision oï monks. The examples in the Chigi 

palacee in Rome, bui especially at the Vill a Cetinale near Siena, indicate that natural setting and 

isolationn had remained key elements of this sort of hermitage, for this kind of occupant, 

landscapee painting and gardens continued to be invested with the meanings Beilarmino had so 

successfullyy described in his Scala cJi .salire. 

Att the farther end of the scale, the third type of hermitage or romiiorio had become a role-

playy for the higher classes, in which particular virtues of modesty, restraint and penitence were 

located.. Here, the act of prayer was probably dissuaded for fear of digressions, such as occurred 

duringg the latter half of the seventeenth century within the Quietist movement. With the 

disappearancee of contemplation from the public sphere, the role of nature as incitement to it 

decreasedd in importance, in the later seventeenth eentur>. the grotto and the idea! of social 

isolationn became the leading concept behind the romiiorio intended for the layman. Bernini. 

Schorr and Coralli transformed this ideal into pri\ale rooms for noble patrons, with the help of 

ephemerall  materials.1 vS The anchorite, and indeed the hermitage, became a social play for which 

artt and imagination furnished the set-pieces and the properties, and in which the owner would be 

thee main character. The ideal and the real had become separated by art. 

Cnlesss one was bound b\ religious vows, real life and the hermitage had finalh been 

infervorataa di tarsi romita ad imitazione di Sania Bahkissuiw la cui vita til rappresentata piü volte in Casa Rospigliosi 
questt o carnevale'. See also Canevazzi 1 900. p. 147. 

Thee Carmelites were not the onlv Order to renew this anchorite ideal: tor example, the 1 raneiseans also developed 
hermitages,, see Schmueki 1978. Neti>i 1992 and Marcucci P 994. For an interesting guidebook for prayers oi'these 
!!  ranciscan hermits, see Da/a 1626. 

Mainn other noble hermitages or nwiiiorii  existed in late seventeenth and early eighteenth-century Koine; lor 
example,, the Vill a Patri/i outside of Porta Pia. built in 17)0. contained one: see Marshall 200 v p.s5. There is a 
hermitagee cum ehapel still visible in the Vill a Chigi at the \ i;i Salaria. dating from the I 760s: see 1 rinchieri 19s.\ 
ineisaa del la Rocchetta 1961 and Busiri Viei 1976. pp. 101-1 56. In Marino, the Vill a Colonna (destroyed in WW' II. 
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allocatedd their own place, without the possibility of crossing the boundaries. In the prologue to 

Rospigliosi'ss Baldassarra, the figure of Thalia, muse and personification of the theatre, fittingly 

statedd that the stage was only remaining place where the desert could really be turned into a 

gardenn for the soul: 

[Baldassarra]]  changed the scenes in woods, 
thee theatre into the desert, 
loosenedd her tresses, naked the foot on the heat, the cold. 
preservedd against the Inferno her heart unconquered, 
ann emulation on earth, and then companion in Heaven, 
off  Mary of Magdala and of Egypt.15 

andd formerly also known as Vill a Baldacchina or Maldaechina) probably contained a hermitage dating from tbe late 
seventeenthh century; see Belli Barsaii Branehetti 1975. pp.77 and 299-301. 

'' Cited after Caneva/./i 1900, p. I 50: '[Baltassarra] cangió le scene in boschi. i ieatri in deserti, sciolto i! erin. TUKJO 
ill  piede al caldo, al gelo; serbo contro 1'inferno il core invilto, emula in terra, e poi compagna in cielo della Maria di 
Matidalaa e di t-tïitto.' 
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